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A b stract
Monitoring the size and demographic characteristics of animal populations is fundamental to the fields of wildlife ecology and wildlife management. A diverse suite of population monitoring methods have been developed and em­ployed during the past century, but challenges in obtaining rigorous population estimates remain. I used simulation to address survey design issues for moni­toring a moose population at Togiak National Wildlife Refuge in southwestern Alaska using finite population block kriging. In the first chapter, I compared the bias in the Geospatial Population Estimator (GSPE; which uses finite pop­ulation block kriging to estimate animal abundance) between two survey unit configurations. After finding that substantial bias was induced through the use of the historic survey unit configuration, I concluded th at the ’’standard” unit configuration was preferable because it allowed unbiased estimation. In the second chapter, I examined the effect of sampling intensity on performance of the GSPE. I concluded that bias and confidence interval coverage were un­affected by sampling intensity, whereas the coefficient of variation (CV) and root mean squared error (RMSE) decreased with increasing sampling inten­sity. In the final chapter, I examined the effect of spatial clustering by moose on model performance. Highly clustered moose distributions induced a small amount of positive bias, confidence interval coverage lower than the nominal rate, higher CV, and higher RMSE. Some of these issues were ameliorated by increasing sampling intensity, but if highly clustered distributions of moose are expected, then substantially greater sampling intensities than those examined here may be required.
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In trodu ction
Monitoring the size and demographic characteristics of animal popula­tions is fundamental to the fields of wildlife ecology and wildlife manage­ment [Williams et al., 2002]. A diverse suite of population monitoring m eth­ods have been developed and employed during the past century. Early ef­forts relied heavily on the use of uncalibrated indices obtained through a t­tem pted censuses to approximate the states and dynamics of wildlife popula­tions (i.e., raw counts of individuals across the entire area of interest). How­ever, modern approaches commonly employ more rigorous estimation methods with data obtained through sampling (e.g., capture-mark-recapture [McCrea and Morgan, 2015]; distance sampling [Buckland et al., 1993]; repeat-visit point counts, [Royle, 2004]). Additionally, the use of spatial statistics to im­prove wildlife population estimation has become more popular during the past decade, as new techniques have been developed and associated software made available (e.g., spatial capture-recapture [Royle et al., 2014]).Moose (Alces alces) populations in North America provide an illustrative example of the evolution of population monitoring methods over time. Moose are ecologically im portant herbivores in boreal systems [Kielland and Bryant, 1998], and are culturally valued as a source of food. As such, the development of reliable monitoring techniques has received considerable attention. Early moose management relied on aerial censuses, in which biologists attem pted to count all individuals in a given region [Timmerman, 1974]. Such approaches were largely replaced by design-based probabilistic sampling efforts (e.g., [Gas- away et al., 1986]). More recently, model-based approaches, assuming a spatial stochastic process as the data-generating mechanism, have been developed. In Alaska and some other regions of North America, the most widely used popula­tion estimation method for moose at present is finite population block kriging (FPBK), developed by Ver Hoef [2002]. Advantages of FPBK over design- based methods include: increased precision, the ability to perform small-area estimation (i.e., estimation for a specific subset of units in the sample frame), and the ability to employ non-random sampling designs [Ver Hoef, 2008].
O verview  o f F in ite  P op u la tion  B lock  K riging
Generally, kriging can be described as a geostatistical method th at com­bines information on spatial trend and spatial correlation structure for the purpose of prediction [Cressie, 1991]. Unlike some other interpolation m eth­ods, kriging provides optimal interpolation based on mean squared prediction
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error (MSPE). The following overview of kriging procedures closely follows the treatm ents and notation of [Ver Hoef, 2002] and [Ver Hoef, 2008], and partially those of [Cressie, 1991] and [Banerjee et al., 2015].
V a r i o g r a m  e s t i m a t i o n 1
Fundamental to the kriging process is selection and estimation of a vari- ogram model, which approximates the spatial correlation structure in a given system. Common assumptions in the use of variogram models are second-order stationarity and isotropy. More explicitly:
(1) The process mean is the same at all points in the spatial region of interest: E[Z(s)] =  ^, where Z (s) is a random variable at location s, and s is a two-dimensional vector of coordinates.
(2) The spatial covariance depends only on the distances, |h |, between points, and not on the exact locations of points:
C (h) =  C [Z (s), Z  (s +  h)]. (1)
(3) Similarly, the covariance depends only on |h| and does not depend upon the directional relationship between points.
A variety of standard variogram models exist, including exponential, spher­ical, Gaussian, and Matern. Choice of variogram models is im portant and can affect spatial predictions [Mazzella and Mazzella, 2013]. An essential charac­teristic of selected variogram models is th a t they must yield a valid variance- covariance matrix. The standard theoretical models (e.g., exponential, spher­ical) guarantee that this condition is met. An example of an exponential semivariogram fit to fictitious data, with the empirical semivariogram overlaid is depicted in Figure 1. Converting between covariogram and semivariogram formulations of a variogram model is accomplished through the relationship
Y(h) =  C (0) -  C (h), (2)
where y(h) is the semivariance at distance =  |h |, C (0) is the covariance at distance =  0, and C(h) is the covariance at distance =  |h|.
1I use the term ”variogram” here to refer generically to the group of models that can be fit as covariograms and semivariograms. When refering to one specific formulation (e.g., semivariogram), I use the more specific term. Usage of these terms varies somewhat among authors.
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Variogram parameter estimation is often conducted with restricted maxi­mum likelihood (REML; [Patterson and Thompson, 1974]), which is reported to be less biased in spatial analyses than full maximum likelihood [Mardia and Marshall, 1984]. Weighted least squares is another commonly used estimation approach.
B l o c k  k r i g i n g
Generally speaking, ordinary and universal kriging use information from sampled points to interpolate values of the variable of interest at unsampled points. Block kriging employs the same principle, but the kriging units are areal, rather than points. For simplification, distances between units are often quantified as the distances between block centroids. Following Cressie [1991] and Ver Hoef [2008], we begin with a linear model for our data, z:
z =  A +  £, (3)
where a  =  X fl if covariates are to be included (i.e., ’ universal” block kriging), X  is the typical n x  p dimensional design m atrix and is a p x  1 dimensional parameter vector. The random errors, £, exhibit second-order stationarity, as defined above, with E[e(s)] =  0, and Var(e) =  S. For standard block kriging, we average the value of interest from a continuous spatial process, Z(s), over the area of the block, B :
Z (B ) = f  Z (s)d s/|B |, (4)J b
where |B| is the area of B and the expectation of the process is
E [Z(B )] =  M B) = f  M sK s/iB |. (5)JbUsing standard block kriging, we minimize the MSPE,
E[A'z -  Z (B )]2, (6)
to solve for the kriging weights, A. If we sample at n sites and consider p predictors, the estimator for the mean of this spatial process over B  is
Z ( B ) =  A'z =  c'BS -1 (z -  A) +  Ab , (7)
where:
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cb =  [ci(B),C2 (B ),..., Cn(B)]' with d( B)  = JB C (s - s*)ds/|B | for i =  1,2,...,n,
A =  X/Z,
flB =  x B /Z,
fl =  (X;S -1X )-1X ;S -1z, i.e., the generalized least squares estimator of fl, 
xb  =  [X1 (B),X 2 (B ),..., x n( B )]', with Xj (B) =  JB Xj (s)ds/|B | for j  =  1,2,...,p. 
The corresponding MSPE is
Var[Z(B)] =  E[A'z -  Z(B )]2 =  a2B -  c S -1cb +  d'B(X 'S -1X )-1dB, (8)
where a2B is the variance within B and d B =  (xB -  X ;S -1cB).Block kriging for infinite populations and variants of the kriging equations in general are discussed in greater depth by [Journel and Huijbregts, 1978] and [Cressie, 1991], among others.
F i n i t e  p o p u l a t i o n  b l o c k  k r i g i n g
Finite-population methods are frequently used in wildlife management and related fields. The goal with finite-population inference is to estimate the value of a particular realization of some stochastic process when the sample frame is composed of a finite and countable number of experimental units. In the case of plot-based sampling, this means that sampled plots (m) are selected from a known number of plots composing the sample frame ( M ). The information on the proportion of plots sampled (m ) is used to adjust variance estimates. Ver Hoef [2002] proposed a finite population version of block kriging (FPBK), which is appropriate for plot-based sampling situations in which inference is limited to a particular realization of a given process on a finite spatial lattice. The fundamental difference between block kriging and FPBK is that the focus in the former is on estimation of some unknown parameter (e.g., the population mean) of the data-generating process. In contrast, the focus in FPBK is on predicting the actual values (or some function thereof) that were realized by the data-generating process within the sample frame.In FPBK, we start by considering a basic linear model similar to that in Equation 3,
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z . )  =  ( I : ) f l + ( « : )  (9)
where the data vector, z, is now divided into sampled, zs, and unsampled, zU, components. Similarly, the design matrix, X, is composed of sampled and unsampled components (X s and X U, respectively), as is the random error term, £ (£ s and £ U, respectively). z s and £ s are n x  1 vectors, whereas z U and £ U are (N  -  n) x  1 vectors. Similarly, X s and X U are n x p and (N  -  n) x p matrices, respectively. The key difference thus far is that we know the dimension of the unsampled portion of the spatial lattice, whereas in standard block kriging we know only how many blocks are sampled.Analagous to the previous model,
£s \ A  J \T (  £ S \ i ^ SS ^ SUE l  I = 0  and Var , , — , „  „\ £U J \ £U J \^US ^UU
We define a M  x 1 vector, b  =  {bs, b U}', tha t will weight the data vector,z, to provide the form of plot-level predictions in which we are interested. Inthe case of animal abundance, we would define b  =  {1,1,..., 1}', which will yield predictions of the number of individuals in each cell and, ultimately the total number of individuals in the sample frame.The FPBK abundance predictor (IN) is then found by minimizing the MSPE, E[A'zs -  b 'z]2, yielding
N  =  bS zs +  bUz^ (10)
The unknown component of this expression is predicted with
zU   £ su £ -u (zs A )  +  A U, (11)
where:
As =  X sfl, when covariates are included,
AU =  X Ufl, when covariates are included,
f l  =  (X/sS -s1X s)-1X /sS -s1zs, i.e., the generalized least squares estimator of fl. 
The MSPE for NZ is
V a r(N  =  E[A'zs -  b 'z]2 =  b 'E b  -  cbE-1^  +  d ^ X S E j/X s )- ^ ,  (12)
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where:
c6 =  £ ss b s +  £  ssbu,
db =  XSbs +  XUbu -  X /s S -s1c6.
Ver Hoef [2008] discusses FPBK and its derivation in greater depth.
T h e  G e o s p a t i a l  P o p u l a t i o n  E s t i m a t o r
Ver Hoef (2008) developed an abundance estimator based on FPBK, which is widely known as the Geospatial Population Estimator (GSPE; [Kellie and Delong, 2006]). Throughout this thesis, I use the term  ”GSPE” to refer to the specific implementation of FPBK developed for animal abundance estimation by Ver Hoef (Appendix 4; see moose example in [Ver Hoef, 2008]) and adopted by the Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G) as the standard anal­ysis procedure for moose survey data. The GSPE applies FPBK to counts from sampled survey units in a specified spatial region to predict abundance in unsampled survey units, thereby facilitating an estimate of to tal abundance across the spatial region of interest. The centroids of each unit are used to quantify proximity of units for fitting an exponential semivariogram:
Y(h) =  Co +  ce[1 -  exp(—1|h||/ ae)], (13)
where y(h) is the semivariance, h is a vector of distance lags, c0 > 0 is the nugget parameter, ce > 0 is the partial sill parameter, and ae >  0 is the range parameter [Cressie, 1991]. Semivariogram parameters are estimated using REML.Density-based stratification is a component of the GSPE. Generally, geo- statistical procedures assume that the spatial correlation structure is constant throughout the region of interest (stationarity). In systems where there may be mutliple spatial processes generating the data (as is possible with non-uniform animal distributions), stratification can help to ensure that this assumption is sufficiently satisfied. In the case of the GSPE, units are partitioned into two stra ta  prior to sampling on the basis of anticipated density and each stratum  is assumed to have an independent spatial stochastic data-generating pro­cess. Predictions are made separately within each stratum  (with separately fit semivariograms) and stratum-specific predictions are combined in a man­ner equivalent to that used in stratified random sampling when there is no spatial correlation structure [Ver Hoef, 2008]; also see [Scheaffer et al., 1996].
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Cross-correlation between stra ta  can also be incorporated into the MSPE, but Ver Hoef [2008] concluded th at such cross-correlation is either non-existent or trivially small with moose abundance data.
A ssu m p tio n s  o f th e  G S P E
Several assumptions are required for valid inference from the GSPE. As previously stated, isotropy and second-order stationarity are assumed to exist in the spatial region of interest. Additionally, it is assumed th at the theoretical exponential semivariogram (Equation 13) model is an accurate representation of the spatial correlation structure in the system. Another im portant assump­tion is tha t the moose in each sampled survey unit are perfectly enumerated, as inaccurate counts will yield inaccurate interpolations in unsampled units via mis-specified semivariograms. This assumption is easily satisfied in simu­lation studies, but may not be adequately met in many field survey scenarios. I assume perfect enumeration here, and do not address complications associ­ated with imperfect detection of animals under field conditions. For detailed discussion of sightability models for dealing with imperfect detection, see [Ver Hoef, 2009], [Christ, 2011], and [Seaton, 2014].
A n ap p lication  o f F P B K
The Togiak National Wildlife Refuge (TNWR) is located in southwestern Alaska, adjacent to Bristol Bay (Figure 2). Moose numbers on TNW R were historically low, with fewer than 30 occurring on the refuge in the early 1980s, and 84 counted during surveys in 1994. Since that time, numbers have in­creased dramatically, with the most recent survey (2011) resulting in a count of 1,626. The United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), which ad­ministers the refuge, has attem pted to conduct an aerial census of the refuge annually since 1995. W ith approximately 1.7 million acres encompassed by TNWR, censuses require substantial effort and are seldom successfully com­pleted due to time, weather, and manpower constraints. Consequently, the USFWS has identified a need to replace the annual census with a sampling- based approach for estimating moose population size, so th at surveys can be completed annually with a reasonable amount of time and effort. Given its success in population estimation for moose elsewhere in Alaska, application of the GSPE to moose counts from a sample of survey units was identified as a reasonable alternative to annual censuses.
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O b j e c t i v e s
The purpose of this study is to assess the performance of the GSPE on TNW R under a variety of simulated scenarios. I have three specific objectives:
(1) Assess the performance of the GSPE for moose abundance estimation un­der two alternative survey unit configurations at TNWR.
(2) Assess the influence of sampling intensity on the performance of the GSPE at TNWR.
(3) Assess the effect of clustered moose distributions on the performance of the GSPE at TNWR.
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Figure 1: A theoretical exponential semivariogram (line) fit to fictitious data. The dots are the associated empirical semivariogram.
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Figure 2: Location of Togiak National Wildlife Refuge.
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C hapter 1: C om paring bias o f th e  G eospatia l 
P op u la tion  E stim ator betw een  survey unit con­
figurations at Togiak N ation a l W ild life  R efuge
I n t r o d u c t i o n
The Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G), for whom the GSPE was originally developed, established a standard grid of units for moose sur­veys in Alaska and northern Canada (Figure 3). The dimensions of these survey units are 2’ latitude by 5’ longitude, which yields unit areas ranging from approximately 13.5 km2 in northern Alaska to 20.1 km2 in west-central British Columbia (differences in area of the units is the result of convergence of longitudinal axes at the earth ’s poles). Latitudinal change in area of standard units is gradual, so unit areas are relatively uniform within specific study sites. This grid is used as the basis for moose surveys throughout most of Alaska, on both state and federal lands. Consequently, most development and assessment efforts involving application of the GSPE to moose population estimation have relied on these standard unit configurations. However, on TNWR, survey units that were used historically differ dramatically from the standard units in both shape and size (Figure 4). The historic unit boundaries follow topographical features and exclude elevations above 1000 ft as well as large bodies of water. The resulting sample frame is composed of units with diverse shapes and areas ranging from 8.8 km2 to 433.8 km2. In contrast, the standard units on TNW R are approximately equal in size (range: 17.3 km2 - 17.9 km2) and shape (Fig­ure 3). Wildlife biologists from the USFWS were interested in maintaining their historic survey unit configuration for consistency and because of their familiarity with the historic units, but they wanted to be sure that this non­standard configuration would not cause estimates to be unreliable. To address this concern, I developed a spatially explicit simulation approach designed to compare the bias of the GSPE using the ADF&G standard grid to that using the historic survey unit configuration on TNWR.
M e t h o d s
Sample fram e
For the purpose of this simulation study, I used the most recently (2011) surveyed subset of historic units to delineate the sample frame (Figure 5). The
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primary reason for delineating the sample frame in this way is that previous counts could be used as a priori knowledge of the expected moose densities in each unit, which is useful for stratification (discussed subsequently). In order to make the standard and historic unit configurations comparable, I clipped the standard survey unit grid to match the bounds of the sample frame (Figure 6). Clipping the standard grid in this way resulted in additional heterogeneity in the size of some standard units, but significantly less than that in the historic unit configuration.
Stratification
Moose densities often vary substantially among survey units within specific study areas. Typically, there are a large number of survey units with no or few moose and a smaller number of units with higher moose densities. An effective way of dealing with this variation in counts is to partition the sample frame into ”high” and ”low” density strata. Previous survey data or pilot studies can be used as the basis for stratification prior to conducting surveys. The current recommendation from ADF&G is to assign units with densities lower than approximately 0.2/km 2 to the low density stratum  and units with den­sities higher than that to the high density stratum  [Kellie and Delong, 2006], although this stratification cut-point will vary with study site. For this sim­ulation study, I used the most recent survey data from TNW R (2011) as the basis for stratification. Because available survey data were grouped by historic sample units only, I delineated stra ta  using the historic units (Figure 7). For the standard unit configuration, I defined all standard units th a t overlapped high-stratum historic units to be high-stratum standard units and all others to be low-stratum standard units (Figure 8). Re-defining the stra ta  for the stan­dard configuration was necessary because it is im portant that each unit occurs in only one stratum . Because the true strata were delineated using historic unit boundaries, this re-delineation of stratum  bounds for the standard grid necessarily results in some high-stratum standard units that overlap the true stratum  boundaries. Thus the high stratum  is slightly larger in the standard unit configuration than in the historic unit configuration.
Simulations
I used a spatially explicit approach to repeatedly generate spatial distri­butions of simulated moose populations within the sample frame. I separated each historic stratum  into a separate polygon layer using GIS applications in R ([R Development Core Team, 2015]; also see packages listed below). W ithin
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each of these stratum  polygons (high, low), I generated a specified number of randomly distributed moose locations (Figure 9). Each individual location had a set of coordinates associated with it and fell within the bounds of the appropriate stratum  polygon. A new layer of polygons corresponding to the individual survey unit boundaries was then overlaid on this simulated moose population and used to tally the number of moose occurring within each indi­vidual unit, which is analogous to the counting of moose that occurs aerially during field surveys (Figure 9). Centroid coordinates were then computed for each survey unit polygon. After tallying moose abundance in each unit and computing centroid coordinates, I randomly selected a specified number of units from each stratum  to serve as the sample. For each simulated moose population, this procedure was conducted once with the standard survey grid and once with the historic grid. The number of sampled units in each config­uration was selected in such a way th at the sampled areas per stratum  were comparable across unit configurations (i.e., the area sampled in the low stra­tum  of the standard configuration approximately matched that sampled in the low stratum  of the historic configuration, and the area sampled in the high stratum  of the standard configuration approximately matched that sampled in the high stratum  of the historic configuration). Ultimately, for each simulated moose population, this procedure yielded one dataset for each of the two unit configurations. Each dataset contained the following data for each unit: (1) a unit identifier, (2) number of moose counted, (3) area of unit, (4) stratum  of unit, (5) latitude of unit centroid, (6) longitude of unit centroid, (7) binary indicator of the unit being sampled or not, (8) binary indicator of the unit be­ing included in the final abundance estimate. FPBK was then conducted with each dataset, providing an estimate of abundance and an associated confidence interval for each unit configuration.This entire procedure was repeated for a specified number of iterations using a for loop. The results from each iteration of the loop were stored in m atrix objects in R, then used to compute bias of the GSPE with the different unit configurations following completion of the loop. The bias for each configuration was estimated as:
- — kB(iV) =  N  -  N  (14)i=1
where k is the number of simulated populations, N  is the GSPE estimate for the ith simulated population, and N is the true abundance of the population. The bias estimate was then converted to relative bias:
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Relative bias =  — (15)
I simulated a range of moose densities to evaluate the bias of the GSPE in each unit configuration under a variety of abundance scenarios (Table 1). Simulated total abundance ranged from 500 to 14000, with a range of 50 to 5000 in the low stratum  and 450 to 9000 in the high stratum  (Table 1).To determine the number of iterations to use in each simulation loop, I computed abundance estimates for two populations at the extremes of the range of simulated abundances (500 and 14000). I used loops with 50, 100, 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 5000, and 10000 iterations with each unit configuration and plotted the mean abundance estimate for each. I visually assessed convergence of estimates towards a stable value to select the final number of iterations for the simulation study.Simulations and spatial data manipulation were conducted using R with several packages developed for spatial analysis (maptools [Bivand and Lewin- Koh, 2015], rgdal [Bivand et al., 2015], rgeos [Bivand and Rundel, 2015], sp [Roger S. Bivand, 2013], spatstat [Baddeley and Turner, 2005]). ArcGIS10.0 [ESRI, 2011] was used for visual presentation of spatial data. For each simulated population, the GSPE was implemented using code written in R by Jay ver Hoef for ADF&G (Appendix 4). Variograms were fit using restricted maximum likelihood estimation (REML, [Patterson and Thompson, 1974]). The R script for the simulation loops is available in Appendix 1.
R e s u l t s
Plots of mean abundance estimates suggested that results stabilized within 1000 iterations (Figure 10), so I chose to use loops with 1000 iterations.Simulation results indicated th at there was substantial systematic bias in the GSPE when using the historic survey unit configuration from TNW R (Table 1, Figure 11). The magnitude of the bias was so great that the true values of abundance did not even overlap the range of GSPE estimates, with one exception (Figure 11). In the single case where the true value did fall within the range of GSPE estimates, it was at the extreme lower tail of the distribution. In contrast, the estimator appeared to be unbiased when used with the standard survey unit configuration (Table 1, Figure 12).Bias with the historic unit configuration was consistently positive, with a range of 102.5 to 2163.0. Bias estimates ranged from and -9.1 to 36.8 with the standard configuration. Expressed as a percentage of the true value (relative
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bias), bias ranged from 14.4% to 21.7% with the historic configuration, and -0.2% to 0.4% with the standard configuration. 99.3-100% of estimates were higher than the true estimate using the historic configuration, whereas only 47.4-53.3% of estimates were higher than the true estimate with the standard configuration (Table 1).
D i s c u s s i o n
Clipping the grid of standard sample units to match the historic sample units resulted in partial units being included in the standard grid (Figure 6). Thus, some size heterogeneity was neccessarily created in the standard grid by matching the extent of the unit configurations. This heterogeneity was small relative to that in the historic unit configuration and did not appear to induce bias (Table 1, Figure 12).Another issue arising from attem pting to match the characteristics of unit configurations is tha t some standard units classified as high-stratum actually overlapped the true stratum  boundary. Thus, there is some stratum  classifica­tion error in the standard grid. The effect of mis-classifying units to the wrong stratum  in this case would be primarily to reduce the precision of estimates by contaminating the high stratum  with some area that truly belongs to the low stratum. It is possible that this mis-classification inflated the standard errors of our standard-unit estimates slightly, but the mis-classified area is relatively small, so the effect should be minimal.Although area of the individual survey units is an input used when imple­menting the estimator, it appears that it is only used to provide an approxi­mate correction for the slight variation in standard unit areas attributable to latitudinal changes within a given survey area (see lines 140-143 and 162-163 in Appendix 4), rather than accounting for major size differences among units. In fact, artificially assigning uniform areas to the historic units when imple­menting the GSPE appears to eliminate the bias observed in this study, which verifies that the source of bias is heterogeneity in unit size.Another issue that could cause problems when using the historic survey unit configuration at TNW R is the relatively small number of units in each stratum. For the GSPE, a minimum of 20 survey units are required in each stratum  in order to estimate the covariance structure within strata, with > 30 strongly recommended by current practitioners [Kellie and Delong, 2006]. However, using the most recent data to delineate strata yielded only 25 units in the high stratum  and 129 in the low stratum . Some historic units were excluded from the simulation sample frame because they were not surveyed in 2011 (see Figures 4 and 5), but even when including them, a relatively small
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number of units would be available in each stratum.Given these problems with applying the GSPE to the historic unit con­figuration and the comparatively good performance of the estimator with the standard grid, my recomendation is that TNW R switch to using the stan­dard grid for future surveys. Although it is possible th at the GSPE could be extended to accommodate heterogeneity in unit size, the issue of having too few units per stratum  in the historic configuration would persist. Moreover, if biologists wish to compare past survey results for particular groups of historic units to those of new surveys conducted under the standard configuration, this can be accomplished via small area estimation with the GSPE [Ver Hoef, 2008]. This would simply require the investigator to specify the extent of the reduced estimation area when implementing the GSPE.
Future Work





Table 1: Bias of the Geospatial Population Estim ator for different simulated moose abundances in standard and historic survey unit configurations at Togiak National Wildlife Refuge. For each abundance level, 1000 simulated populations were generated for each survey unit configuration. The unit of measurement is number of moose. Percent greater than N  represents the proportion of the 1000 estimates that were greater than the true value.
Total High S tra tum Low S tra tum Standard Bias Historic Bias Standard % > N Historic % > N
500 450 50 0.1 108.5 50.6% 100%700 450 250 0.3 102.5 49.8% 99.3%1000 900 100 -2.2 216.7 49.1% 100%1400 900 500 4.0 204.4 46.7% 100%2000 1800 200 -3.4 432.5 49.5% 100%2800 1800 1000 -3.7 404.5 51.9% 100%5000 4500 500 -9.1 1080.4 47.4% 100%7000 4500 2500 -5.3 1009.6 48.6% 100%10000 9000 1000 36.8 2163.0 53.3% 100%14000 9000 5000 -6.8 2016.2 49.1% 100%
Figures
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Figure 3: Standard survey unit configuration on Togiak National Wildlife Refuge.
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Figure 4: Historic survey unit configuration on Togiak National WildlifeRefuge.
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Figure 5: Subset of historic survey units used to delineate the simulation sample frame at Togiak National Wildlife Refuge.
27
Figure 6: Standard survey units clipped to match the simulation sample frame at Togiak National Wildlife Refuge.
28
Figure 7: Historic survey units stratified by expected moose density at Togiak National Wildlife Refuge. Red units are in the high density stratum. Yellow units are in the low density stratum.
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Figure 8: Standard survey units stratified by expected moose density at Togiak National Wildlife Refuge. Red units are in the high density stratum. Yellow units are in the low density stratum.
30
Figure 9: Example of a simulated moose population at Togiak NationalWildlife Refuge. Red units are in the high density stratum. Yellow units are in the low density stratum. Each point represents an individual moose location (800 in the high stratum, 500 in the low stratum).
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Figure 10: Mean GSPE abundance estimates as a function of number of sim­ulation iterations for two levels of simulated abundance. Green dots represent estimates from the historic unit configuration, and gray dots represent esti­mates from the standard configuration. The dashed line, at 1000 iterations, depicts the point a which stabilization was inferred.
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Figure 11: Histograms of moose population estimates from the Geospatial Population Estimator applied to the historic survey unit configuration at To- giak National Wildlife Refuge. Using simulated populations of the specified size per stratum, 1000 estimates were generated for each abundance scenario. The vertical red line denotes the true population size.
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Figure 12: Histograms of moose population estimates from the Geospatial Population Estimator applied to the standard survey unit configuration at Togiak National Wildlife Refuge. Using simulated populations of the specified size per stratum, 1000 estimates were generated for each abundance scenario. The vertical red line denotes the true population size.
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C hapter 2: Effect o f sam pling in ten sity  on per­
form ance o f th e  G eospatia l P op u la tion  E stim a­
tor at Togiak N ation a l W ild life  R efuge
I n t r o d u c t i o n
For plot-based sampling, it is reasonable to expect that the performance of an estimator is related to sampling intensity (i.e., the proportion of plots sampled). Because of the limited number of available units (M ) in the his­toric Togiak survey unit configuration, a fixed number of units was sampled (m) in each simulation iteration for comparing survey unit configurations in Chapter 1. However, it is reasonable to expect the performance of the GSPE to be related to the number of units sampled. For example, one would expect the precision of estimates to increase as a greater proportion of the available (finite) units are sampled (i.e., as the m ratio increases, a greater number of survey unit values are known with certainty). Here, I examine the influence of sampling intensity on measures of estimator performance in the context of moose abundance estimation with the GSPE on TNWR.
M e t h o d s
Sample fram e
As previously, I used the most recently (2011) surveyed region of TNW R to delineate the sample frame. However, given the conclusion in Chapter 1 that the GSPE exhibits substantial bias with the historic unit configuration, I used only the standard configuration in this simulation study. Additionally, since this study does not include a comparison between unit configurations, I used a sample frame composed of whole standard units, rather than standard units clipped by the bounds of the historic configuration (Figure 13).
Stratification
The stratification scheme used in this simulation study was the same as that in Chapter 1. Specifically, moose densities often vary substantially among survey units, and an effective way of dealing with this variation in counts is to partition the sample frame into ”high” and ”low” density strata. The current recommendation from ADF&G is to assign units with densities lower than ap­proximately 0.2/km 2 to the low density stratum  and units with densities higher
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than that to the high density stratum  [Kellie and Delong, 2006], although this stratification cut-point will vary with study site. Because available survey data were grouped by historic sample units only, I delineated strata using the historic units (Figure 14). I defined all standard units that overlapped high- stratum  historic units to be high-stratum standard units and all others to be low-stratum standard units. Unlike Chapter 1, these simulated distributions were based on the delineation of standard unit strata, rather than historic unit stra ta  (Figure 13). Thus, the small amount of stratification error present in the standard grid in Chapter 1 was eliminated in this analysis.
Simulations
Similar to Chapter 1, I repeatedly generated spatial distributions of sim­ulated moose populations within the sample frame. I separated each stratum  into a separate polygon layer using GIS applications in R ([R Development Core Team, 2015]; also see packages listed below). W ithin each of these stra­tum  polygons (high, low), I generated a specified number of randomly dis­tributed moose locations (Figure 15). Each individual location had a set of coordinates associated with it and fell within the bounds of the appropriate stratum  polygon. A new layer of polygons corresponding to the individual survey unit boundaries was then overlaid on this simulated moose population and used to tally the number of moose occurring within each individual unit, which is analogous to the counting of moose that occurs aerially during field surveys (Figure 15). Centroid coordinates were then computed for each sur­vey unit polygon. After tallying moose abundance in each unit and computing centroid coordinates, I randomly selected a specified number of units from each stratum  to serve as the sample. The number of units sampled ranged from 20-209 per stratum  (discussed in more detail subsequently). Ultimately, one dataset for each of the varied levels of sampling intensity contained the fol­lowing data for each sampled survey unit: (1) a unit identifier, (2) number of moose counted, (3) area of unit, (4) stratum  of unit, (5) latitude of unit centroid, (6) longitude of unit centroid, (7) binary indicator of the unit being sampled or not, (8) binary indicator of the unit being included in the final abundance estimate. The GSPE was then implemented with each individual dataset. This entire procedure was repeated using a loop, and the results from each iteration of the loop were stored in m atrix objects in R. These stored results were then used in computing model-performance metrics.
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Measures o f  model performance
After completing simulation loops, I used the stored results to compute model-performance metrics. The bias, coefficient of variation, confidence in­terval coverage, and root mean square error were estimated for each level of sampling intensity. The bias was estimated as:
- — k— (N) =  N  -  N,  (16)i= 1
where k is the number of simulated populations, N  is the GSPE estimate for the ith  simulated population, and N is the true abundance of the population. Bias was then converted to relative bias:
Relative bias =  — . (17)
The coefficient of variation was computed as:
C V =  SsE, (18)N
where S E  is the mean value of the standard error for 1000 simulated pop­ulations. True confidence interval coverage for the nominal rate of 95% was estimated as:
True coverage Ek=i 1(L—i < N  < U—i) k x  100, (19)
where k is the number of simulated populations, 1 is an indicator function equal to 1 if the parenthetical logical statement is true and 0 if it is false, N i is the estimate of N from the ith simulated population, L B i is the lower bound of the 95% confidence interval associated with the estimate of N from the ith simulated population, and UBi is the upper bound of the 95% confidence interval associated with the estimate of N from the ith simulated population.Simulated sampling intensities ranged from 20 units (9.5%) to 209 units (100%) for the high stratum  and 30 units (2.7%) to 200 units (26.7%) in the low stratum. As in Chapter 1, I used 1000 iterations of the simulation loop for each sampling scenario. For each sampling scenario, the true number of moose in the population was held constant at 1144 in the high stratum  and 482 in the low stratum  (i.e., the number counted during the most recent survey of TNW R in 2011).
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Simulations and spatial data manipulation were conducted using R with several packages developed for spatial analysis (maptools [Bivand and Lewin- Koh, 2015], rgdal [Bivand et al., 2015], rgeos [Bivand and Rundel, 2015], sp [Roger S. Bivand, 2013], spatstat [Baddeley and Turner, 2005]). ArcGIS10.0 [ESRI, 2011] was used for visual presentation of spatial data. For each simulated population, the GSPE was implemented using code written in R by Jay ver Hoef for ADF&G (Appendix 4). Semivariograms were fit using REML [Patterson and Thompson, 1974]. The R script for the Chapter 2 simulation loops is available in Appendix 2.
R e s u l t s
As expected, some aspects of estimator performance improved as sampling intensity increased. In particular, precision of the GSPE increased as the num­ber of units sampled increased, as evidenced by decreases in CV with increasing sampling intensity (Figure 17). The CV decreased with increasing sampling intensity in both the high and low strata. In contrast, estimator bias did not appear to be related to sampling intensity for the range of sampling intensi­ties examined (Figure 16). Rather, the GSPE appeared to be approximately unbiased regardless of the number of units sampled. The RMSE exhibited sub­stantial decreases as sampling intensity increased (Figure 19). This pattern was evident for increased sampling intensity in both the low and high strata. Confidence interval coverage did not appear to be related to sampling intensity, but was slightly lower than the nominal rate in most cases (Figure 18).
D i s c u s s i o n
Results from these simulations suggest that greater sampling intensity gen­erally improves model performance. However, this theme is only evident in the CV and RMSE metrics. The CV results clearly indicate th at the uncer­tainty in GSPE estimates decreases as more units are sampled (Figure 17). Kellie and Delong [2006] suggested th at increasing sampling intensity in the low stratum  has minimal influence on the precision of GSPE estimates. In contrast, results from these simulations suggest that precision in GSPE esti­mates increases when sampling intensity increases within either stratum. This is a logical result given that more information is available when more units are sampled. In other words, greater sampling intensity requires fewer unit-specific abundance predictions and therefore less uncertainty in the total number of moose present. Nevertheless, with lower moose densities in the low stratum, variance should generally be lower than in the high stratum. So, as Kellie and
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Figure 13: Sample frame used for simulations examining the effect of sampling intensity on performance of the Geospatial Population Estimator at Togiak National Wildlife Refuge, Alaska. Red sample units are in the high density stratum. Yellow units are in the low density stratum.
41
Figure 14: Historic survey units stratified by expected moose density at Togiak National Wildlife Refuge. Red units are in the high density stratum. Yellow units are in the low density stratum.
42
Figure 15: An example of a simulated moose population within the sample frame. Black dots represent individual moose. Red units are in the high density stratum. Yellow units are in the low density stratum.
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Figure 16: Relative bias (%) as a function of the number of units sampledin the high stratum  for each of four levels of sampling intensity in the lowstratum.
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Figure 17: Coefficient of variation (CV) as a function of the number of unitssampled in the high stratum  for each of four levels of sampling intensity in thelow stratum.
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Figure 18: True coverage (%) as a function of the number of units sampledin the high stratum  for each of four levels of sampling intensity in the lowstratum. The red line indicates the nominal coverage rate (95%).
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Figure 19: Root mean square error (RMSE) as a function of the number ofunits sampled in the high stratum  for each of four levels of sampling intensityin the low stratum.
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C hapter 3: Effect o f c lustered  m oose d istribu­
tion s on precision  o f th e  G eospatia l P op u la tion  
E stim ator at Togiak N ation a l W ild life  R efuge
I n t r o d u c t i o n
In previous chapters, I investigated the influence of survey unit configu­ration and sampling intensity on GSPE performance at TNWR when moose were distributed randomly within density-strata. However, moose are often not distributed randomly upon real landscapes. Often moose occur in clus­tered distributions to varied degrees. Clustering can increase the inter-unit heterogeneity in moose abundance, and thus impact the performance of abun­dance estimators. Here, I investigate the influence of clustering on performance of the GSPE at TNWR.
M e t h o d s
Sample fram e
As in previous chapters, I used the most recently (2011) surveyed region of TNWR to delineate the sample frame, which facilitated the identification of realistic density strata. I used only the standard survey unit configuration composed of whole standard units (Figure 20) in examining the effects of spatial clustering.
Stratification
The stratification scheme used in this simulation study was the same as that in previous chapters. Specifically, moose densities often vary substantially among survey units, and an effective way of dealing with this variation in counts is to partition the sample frame into ”high” and ”low” density strata. The current recommendation from ADF&G is to assign units with densities lower than approximately 0.2/km2 to the low density stratum and units with densities higher than that to the high density stratum [Kellie and Delong, 2006], although this stratification cut-point will vary with study site. Because available survey data were grouped by historic sample units only, I delineated strata using the historic units (Figure 21). I defined all standard units that overlapped high-stratum historic units to be high-stratum standard units and all others to be low-stratum standard units (Figure 20).
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Simulations
I used the same general approach to repeatedly generating spatial distribu­tions of simulated moose populations within the sample frame as that used in previous chapters. However, the types of spatial distributions that I generated varied from previous chapters. As before, I separated each stratum into a sep­arate polygon layer using GIS applications in R ([R Development Core Team, 2015]; also see packages listed below) and within each of these stratum poly­gons (high, low), I generated a specified number of moose locations. However, for this simulation study the random moose locations were generated with var­ied degrees of clustering. Specifically, I created a cluster index ranging from 0 to 1, which specified the degree of clustering. This cluster index was used to scale the ”nclusters” argument in the spsample function from the sp package in R [Roger S. Bivand, 2013], which generates points from a Poisson cluster process. Small values of the cluster index (close to 0) yielded highly clustered distributions, whereas large values (close to 1) yielded relatively unclustered distributions. The theoretical (although highly unrealistic) minimum of the cluster index is all moose occurring in a single group. The maximum is anal­ogous to each individual occurring in its own group, which yields a random distribution of individual moose, which is equivalent to the distributions used in Chapters 1 and 2. Figure 22 visually depicts changes in the degree of spatial clustering as the cluster index increases.Each individual location had a set of coordinates associated with it and fell within the bounds of the appropriate stratum polygon. A new layer of poly­gons corresponding to the individual survey unit boundaries was then overlaid on this simulated moose population and used to tally the number of moose occurring within each individual unit, which is analogous to the counting of moose that occurs aerially during field surveys (Figure 23). Centroid coordi­nates were then computed for each survey unit polygon. After tallying moose abundance in each unit and computing centroid coordinates, I randomly se­lected a specified number of units from each stratum to serve as the sample. The number of units sampled ranged from 30-50 for the low stratum and 30-80 for the high stratum. Ultimately, one dataset for each of four levels of sam­pling intensity (detailed subsequently) contained the following data for each sampled survey unit: (1) a unit identifier, (2) number of moose counted, (3) area of unit, (4) stratum of unit, (5) latitude of unit centroid, (6) longitude of unit centroid, (7) binary indicator of the unit being sampled or not, (8) binary indicator of the unit being included in the final abundance estimate. The GSPE was then implemented with each dataset, providing an estimate of abundance and associated measures of model performance. This entire proce­
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dure was repeated using a loop, and the results from each iteration of the loop were stored in matrix objects in R.I ran 1000 iterations of this simulation loop for each of 20 levels of the cluster index (values between 0.05 and 1.0 in increments of 0.05). These 20 levels of clustering with 1000 iterations per level were repeated for each of four sampling-intensity scenarios: 30 high-density and 30 low-density units, 50 high-density and 30 low-density units, 50 high-density and 50 low-density units, and 80 high-density and 50 low-density units.Simulations and spatial data manipulation were conducted using R with several packages developed for spatial analysis (maptools [Bivand and Lewin- Koh, 2015], rgdal [Bivand et al., 2015], rgeos [Bivand and Rundel, 2015], sp [Roger S. Bivand, 2013], spatstat [Baddeley and Turner, 2005]). ArcGIS 10.0 [ESRI, 2011] was used for visual presentation of spatial data. For each simulated population, the GSPE was implemented using code written in R by Jay ver Hoef for ADF&G (Appendix 4). Variograms were fit using REML [Pat­terson and Thompson, 1974]. The R script for simulation loops with clustered distributions is available in Appendix 3.
Measures o f  model performance
The same measures of model performance used in Chapter 2 were also used to assess the influence of clustering. Specifically,
Bias:
k
k 'b ( N ) =  ^  Ni -  N  (20)i=1
where k is the number of simulated populations, N  is the GSPE estimate for the ith  simulated population, and N  is the true abundance of the population.
Relative bias:
Relative bias =  — (21)
Coeffiencient of variation:
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CV =  S EN (22)
where S E  is the mean value of the standard error for 1000 simulated popula­tions.
True confidence interval coverage for the nominal 95% rate:
True coverage = Ek=i 1(L—i < N  < UBi) k 100 (23)
where k is the number of simulated populations, 1 is an indicator function equal to 1 if the parenthetical logical statement is true and 0 if it is false, Ni is the estimate of N from the ith simulated population, L B i is the lower bound of the 95% confidence interval associated with the estimate of N  from the ith simulated population, and UBi is the upper bound of the 95% confidence interval associated with the estimate of N  from the ith simulated population.
R e s u l t s
In general, variation in the degree of clustering had a notable impact on model performance. The most dramatic influences were on the precision of estimates (CV; Figure 25) and the RMSE (Figure 27). With extremely clus­tered distributions (i.e., low cluster index), a small amount of positive bias was observed for lower sampling intensities (Figure 24). For moderate and low degrees of clustering, bias did not appear to be a problem. Confidence interval coverage was slightly below the nominal rate for most scenarios (Figure 26). However, when distributions were highly clustered, coverage was well below the nominal rate for lower sampling intensities.
D i s c u s s i o n
In general, results from these simulations suggest that increased spatial clustering of moose reduces model performance. However, much of this effect appears to be ameliorated by increasing sampling intensity. Issues with bias and confidence interval coverage were only evident for extremely clustered distributions. In those cases, a slight positive bias appeared and coverage dropped slightly (Figures 24 and 26). The drop in coverage may be related to the increase in bias, since confidence intervals will be pulled farther from the true value as bias increases, resulting in fewer intervals containing the true
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Figure 20: Sample frame used for simulations examining the effect of clustered moose distributions on performance of the Geospatial Population Estimator at Togiak National Wildlife Refuge, Alaska
54
Figure 21: Historic survey units used as the basis for stratifying standard survey units at Togiak National Wildlife Refuge. Red units depict the high density stratum. Yellow units depict the low density stratum.
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(a) Cluster index =  0.1 (b) Cluster index =  0.4
(c) Cluster index = 0.7 (d) Cluster index =1.0
Figure 22: Examples of simulated moose distributions with different degrees of clustering at Togiak National Wildlife Refuge, Alaska. Red boxes represent survey units in the high density stratum. Yellow boxes represent survey units in the low density stratum. Black dots represent the locations of individual moose. A total of 1,626 (1,144 in the high stratum, 482 in the low stratum) moose occur in each of these four example populations.
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Figure 23: An example of a simulated moose population within the sample frame (cluster index =  1.0) with survey unit boundaries overlaid. Black dots represent individual moose. Red units are in the high density stratum. Yellow units are in the low density stratum.
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Figure 24: Relative bias (%) as a function of simulated moose clustering for each of four levels of sampling intensity. The cluster index represents the degree of clustering. Low values correspond to more highly clustered distri­butions and high values correspond to less clustered distributions. Figure 22 provides a visual representation of clutering for a range of cluster index values.
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Figure 25: Coefficient of variation (CV) as a function of simulated moose clus­tering for each of four levels of sampling intensity. The cluster index represents the degree of clustering. Low values correspond to more highly clustered dis­tributions and high values correspond to less clustered distributions. Figure 22 provides a visual representation of clutering for a range of cluster index values.
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Figure 26: True (estimated) 95% confidence interval coverage as a function of simulated moose clustering for each of four levels of sampling intensity. The horizontal red line depicts the nominal 95% coverage rate. The cluster index represents the degree of clustering. Low values correspond to more highly clus­tered distributions and high values correspond to less clustered distributions. Figure 22 provides a visual representation of clutering for a range of cluster index values.
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Figure 27: Root mean square error (RMSE) as a function of simulated moose clustering for each of four levels of sampling intensity. The cluster index repre­sents the degree of clustering. Low values correspond to more highly clustered distributions and high values correspond to less clustered distributions. Fig­ure 22 provides a visual representation of clutering for a range of cluster index values.
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G eneral sum m ary
The Geospatial Population Estimator (GSPE) is widely used to estimate moose abundance via finite population block kriging. In Chapter 1, I com­pared GSPE bias between two survey unit configurations at Togiak National Wildlife Refuge (TNWR), Alaska. One configuration was composed of historic survey units with heterogeneous shapes and sizes. The other configuration was composed of survey units from the ’’standard grid” [Kellie and Delong, 2006], which are approximately the same shape and size. Substantial bias was ob­served with the historic configuration for all population sizes examined. The bias appears to result from the fact that the GSPE does not account for large amounts of heterogeneity in unit size. Unless extensions of the GSPE that accommodate unit-size heterogeneity are developed, future moose surveys at TNWR should use a survey configuration with homogeneous unit sizes to avoid bias in the GSPE. Even if such extensions are developed, the standard units are preferable for TNWR because the greater number of survey units available per stratum enables better estimation of the spatial covariance structure.In Chapter 2, I assessed the performance of the GSPE at TNWR under varied levels of sampling intensity. Given the results of Chapter 1, only the standard survey grid was used. Results suggested that bias and confidence interval coverage were not problems even with low sampling intensities, but that precision of estimates increased substantially when sampling intensity in­creased in both the low- and high-density strata. These results are conditional on random moose distributions within strata.In Chapters 1 and 2, simulated moose distributions in TNWR were gen­erated randomly. However, moose distributions often exhibit some degree of clustering on natural landscapes. In Chapter 3, I simulated moose distribu­tions with varied degrees of clustering to assess the influence of clustering on model performance. In general, model performance decreased as the degree of clustering increased. Clustering increased bias and root mean square error, and decreased precision and confidence interval coverage. However, moderate increases in sampling intensity helped to ameliorate the effects of clustering on most aspects of model performance.One aspect of these simulations worth considering is that survey units were selected as a simple random sample within each density stratum. Because the GSPE is a model-based approach to inference, random sample selection is not a requirement. In fact, non-random sampling schemes (e.g., systematic sampling) are often preferable to random sampling in model-based approaches to inference [Cressie, 1991, Van Groenigan, 2000, Ver Hoef, 2002]. In other words, the GSPE models the covariance among sample units explicitly, so it
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does not rely on random sampling schemes. With that in mind, it can be beneficial to strategically sample units in such a way that avoids large areas of unsampled space, which can inflate prediction variance. This may improve the precision of population estimates even when faced with small samples or highly clustered moose distributions. Similarly, intentional placement of some sample units in close proximity to one another can aid in estimation of nugget and range parameters in variogram-based approaches. Future efforts should consider the effects of non-random sample selection on estimator performance.As previously mentioned, the GSPE is currently implemented using only the exponential semivariogram (Equation 13). Selection of an appropriate var- iogram model is a potentially important component of kriging-based spatial analyses [Van Groenigan, 2000, Mazzella and Mazzella, 2013]. The exponen­tial semivariogram appeared to perform well in these simulations, but other variogram forms were not examined. Future investigators should explore the performance of alternative variogram models relative to that of the exponen­tial. Similarly, it would be valuable to examine the robustness of different semivariograms to mis-specification in the context of moose abundance sur­veys. This could be easily accomplished by simulating distributions under a given covariance structure, and then analyzing the data using a different covariance model.
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A p p en d ix  1: R  code for C hapter 1 sim ulations
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// // // // Unit Configuration Simulations , Chapter 1 / /1111111111" '  Author: G.G. Frye, 2016////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//// // // // S tart with clean slate  rm( l i s t  = ls () ) dev . off ()
//// // // // Working d irectoryworkdir <— ””setwd ( workdir)getwd ()dir ()
m m  Date Date <— ””RunNo <— ””
//// // // // Packages l ib ra ry  ( rg d a l) l ib ra ry  (maptools) l ib ra ry  ( sp a ts ta t  ) l ib ra ry  ( sp ) l i b r a r y ( rgeos)
Analysis Area: ”HIGH” , ”LCW” , or ”ALL”(This spec if ies  the area for which a population estimate is desired: high/ low stratum only or whole survey region)
ANAREA < ” ALL”
/  Load shapefiles  for: (1) Standard units (STD),/  (2) High stratum Togiak units (HIGH) , and/  (3) Low stratum Togiak units (LOW)// =



















































#  Load GSPE functions# ===
source (”GSPE Functions . r ” )
#=#  Choose number of units to sample from each configuration#  and for each stratumII ==
sizeHS <— 100 #  Standard units , high stratum — 209 available sizeLS <— 80 #  Standard units , low stratum — 748 available
sizeHG <— 20 #  Togiak units , high stratum — 25 availablesizeLG <— 30 #  Togiak units , low stratum —  129 available
#=#  Choose number of i t e r a t io n s  for the loopII
Numlter <— 1000 #  Number of i t e r a t io n s  for the loop
II#  Choose true population size for each stratumII
NumHigh <— 450 NumLow <— 50NumTotal <— NumHigh + NumLow
I#  START LOOP HEREI
PtEstTog <— matrix ( rep (NA, Numlter))PtEstStd <— matrix ( rep (NA, Numlter))
SETog <— matrix ( rep (NA, Numlter))SEStd <— matrix ( rep (NA, Numlter))
AreaTog <— matrix ( rep (NA, Numlter))AreaStd <— matrix ( rep (NA, Numlter))


















































GassSemVarHi <— matrix (NA, nrow = Numlter, ncol = 3) GassSemVarLo <— matrix (NA, nrow = NumIter, ncol = 3)
StdSemVarHi <— matrix (NA, nrow = NumIter, ncol = 3) StdSemVarLo <— matrix (NA, nrow = NumIter, ncol = 3)
f o r (j in 1: NumIter) {
// ==#  Generate random points within each stratum layer , with each#  point representing an indiv idual moose location// ==
/Random points , high stratumHIGH_PTS <— spsample (HIGH, n = NumHigh, ” random” )
/Random points , low stratumLOW PTS <— spsample (LOW, n = NumLow, ” random” )
// ==#  Use ’o v e r’ functions for point - in  —polygon analysis#  to assign the points to appropria te  survey units
////////// HIGH stratum h is to r ic  units
HIGH PTS$GassUnit <— over (HIGH PTS, HIGH) $UnitID
////////// LOW stratum h is to r ic  units
LOW PTS$GassUnit <— over(LOWPTS, LOW)$UnitID
//////// // HIGH stratum standard units
HIGH PTS$SUS ID <— over (HIGH PTS, STD) $SUS IDHIGH PTS$SUS ID 1 <— over (HIGH PTS, STD) $SUS ID 1HIGH PTS$ StdUnit <— HIGH PTS$SUS ID + HIGH PTS$SUS ID 1
//// // // // LOW stratum standard units
LOW PTS$SUS ID <— over (LOW PTS, STD) $SUS ID LOW PTS$SUS ID 1 <— over (LOW PTS, STD) $SUS ID 1 LOW PTS$ StdUnit <— LOW PTS$SUS ID + LOW PTS$SUS ID 1


















































LOW PTS <— data . frame (LOW PTS) /  SpatialPointsDataframe to regular /  dataframeLOW PTS$count <— 1 /  Add column of 1 ’s to represent a count of 1 /  for each simulated moose HIGH PTS <— data . frame (HIGH PTS) /  SpatialPointsDataframe to /  regular dataframe HIGH PTS$count <— 1 /  Add column of 1 ’s to represent a count of 1 /  for each simulated moose
byGassUnitLow <— aggregate (LOW PTS$count , l i s t (LOW PTS$GassUnit) ,sum) /  low counts for each Togiak unit byGassUnitLow$Stratum <— ”LOW”
byGassUnitHigh <— aggregate (HIGH PTS$count , l i s t  (HIGH PTS$ GassUnit) , sum) /  high counts for each Togiak unit byGassUnitHigh$Stratum <— ”HIGH”
byGassUnit <— rbind (byGassUnitLow , byGassUnitHigh) /  combined /  counts for each Togiak unit , both s t ra ta  byGassUnit <— byGassUnit [ order (byGassUnit$Group . 1) ,]
byStdUnitLow <— aggregate (LOW PTS$count , l i s t (LOW PTS$ StdUnit) , sum) /  low counts for each standard unit
byStdUnitHigh <— aggregate (HIGH PTS$count , l i s t  (HIGH PTS$StdUnit) , sum) /  high counts for each standard unit
byStdUnitBind <— rbind (byStdUnitLow , byStdUnitHigh) /  combined /  counts for each standard unit byStdUnit <— aggregate ( byStdUnitBind$x , l i s t ( byStdUnitBind$Group. 1) , sum) /  Aggregate again —  not unique units byStdUnit <— byStdUnit [ order ( byStdUnit $Group . 1) ,] /  sort by /  unit number
// =====/  Add missing 0— count units back to compiled vector of counts /  for h is to r ic  Units// =====
lowtest <— data . frame (LOW)lowtest <— data . frame ( lowtest $UnitID )low tes t$Stratum <— ”LOW” low tes t$x <— 0colnames ( lo w te s t) <— c (”Group.1” , ” Stratum” , ”x” )lowtest <— data . frame ( lowtest $Group . 1 , lo w te s t$x, lowtest $ Stratum)colnames ( lo w te s t) <— c (”Group.1” , ”x” , ” Stratum” )


















































hightest <— data . frame ( h ightest $UnitID ) h ightest $Stratum <— ”HIGH” h ig h te s t$x <— 0colnames ( h igh test ) <— c (”Group.1” , ” Stratum” , ”x” ) h ightest <— data . frame ( h ightest $Group . 1 , h ig h te s t$x, h ig h te s t$ Stratum)colnames ( h igh test ) <— c (”Group.1” , ”x” , ” Stratum” ) 
bo th test  <— rb in d (lowtest , h igh tes t)bo th test  <— b o t h t e s t [o rd e r ( b o th te s t$ Group.1) ,] /  sort by /  unit number GassAll <— rbind ( bothtest , byGassUnit)GassCounts <— aggregate ( Gass All $x , l i s t ( Gass All $Group . 1) , sum) GassCounts <— GassCounts [ order ( GassCounts$Group . 1) ,] /  sort by /  unit numberGassCounts <— data . frame ( GassCounts$Group . 1 , GassCounts$x ,/  bo th test $ Stratum) colnames ( GassCounts ) <— c (”Group.1” , ”x” , ” Stratum” )
// =====/  Add missing 0— count units back to compiled vector of counts /  for standard units// =====
s td te s t  <— data . frame (STD)s td te s t  <— data . frame ( s td te s t  $SUS ID, s t d t e s t $SUS ID 1) s td te s t  $ Group . 1 <— s t d t es t $ s t d t es t . SUS ID + s td te s t  $ s td te s t  . SUS ID 1 s td te s t  <— data . frame ( s td te s t  $Group . 1) s td te s t  $x <— 0colnames ( s td te s t  ) <— c (”Group.1” , ”x” )
StdAll <— rbind ( s td te s t  , byStdUnit)StdCounts <— aggregate ( StdAll$x , l i s t ( StdAll$Group . 1) , sum) colnames ( StdCounts ) <— c (”UnitID” , ” Moose Count” )
// =====/  Use ’o v e r’ functions for point —in —polygon analysis /  to assign the points to appropria te  survey units// =====
STD$ Stratum <— NASTD$UnitID <— STD$SUS ID + STD$SUS ID 1 HIGH$ S t r a t <— ” HIGH”


















































UnitID)StdStrat <— data . frame ( S tdStrat $STD. UnitID , S tdStrat $Stratum) S td S tra t$Stratum [ S tdS tra t $ S tdStrat . Stratum == ”HIGH” ] <— ”HIGH” StdStrat $Stratum [ is . na ( S tdStrat $ S tdStrat . S tratum) ] <— ”LCW’ StdStrat <— data . frame ( S tdStrat $ S tdStrat .STD. UnitID , S td S tra t$ Stratum)colnames ( S td S t ra t ) <— c (”UnitID” , ” Stratum” )S tdStrat <— StdStrat [ order ( S tdS tra t $UnitID ) ,]
// ====/  Set up standard unit dataframe for FPBK// ====
colnames (StdCounts) <— c (”UnitID” , ”Moose Count” )StdCounts <— StdCounts [ order ( StdCounts$UnitID ) ,]Stdmergel <— merge ( StdCounts , S tdS tra t ,  by = ” UnitID” )
STDdat <— data . frame (STD)STDdat$Lat <— STDdat$CENTRLAT + STDdat$CENTRLAT_ 1 STDdat$Long <— STDdat$CENTRLCN + STDdat$CENTRLON 1 STDdat$ Counted <— 0 STDdat2 < -  STDdat[ , c (39 ,40 ,41 ,42) ]STDdat2 <— STDdat2 [ order (STDdat2$UnitID ) ,]Stdmerge2 <— merge ( Stdmerge1 , STDdat2)Stdmerge2 <— Stdmerge2 [ , c (1 , 4 ,5 , 2 , 3 , 6) ]colnames ( Stdmerge2 ) <— c (” UnitID” ,” CentrLat” ,” CentrLong” ,”Moose Count” ,” Stratum” ,” Counted” )StdData <— Stdmerge2
// ====/  Randomly se lect standard sample units// ====
////// // // High Stratum
StdHigh <— subset ( StdData , StdData$Stratum == ”HIGH” )StdHigh <— data . matrix ( StdHigh ) nH <— length ( StdHigh [, 1 ])HighIndex <— sample (nH, size=sizeHS , replace = FALSE) for ( i in 1: sizeHS ) {StdHigh [HighIndex [ i ], 6] <— 1}ZStdHigh <— data . frame ( StdHigh )
//// // // // Low Stratum


















































nL <— le n g th (StdLow [, 1 ])LowIndex <— sample (nL, size=sizeLS , replace = FALSE) for ( i in 1: sizeLS ) {StdLow [ LowIndex [ i ] ,6] <— 1}ZStdLow <— data . frame (StdLow)
ZStd <— rbind ( ZStdHigh , ZStdLow)
// —/  Add add itional required columns to ZStd// —
STD <- STD [ order (STD$UnitID) ,]ZStd < - ZStd [order (ZStd$UnitID) ,]ZStd$AreaMi < - STD$AREAM + STD$AREAMI 1 ZStd$surveyid <— 77 ZStd$columnpred <— NAZStd$Stratum [ ZStd$Stratum == 2] <— ”LOW’ZStd$Stratum [ ZStd$Stratum == 1 ] <— ”HIGH”
// =====/  Define analysis area based on choice at s t a r t  of sc r ip t// =====
i f (ANAREA==” HIGH” ) {f o r (i2 in 1: length ( ZStd$ columnpred ) ) {i f ( ZStd$Stratum [ i2 ] == ”HIGH” ) { ZStd$columnpred [ i2 ] <— 1 } else {ZStd$columnpred [ i2 ] <— 0}}}i f (ANAREA= ”LOW’) {f o r (i2 in 1: length ( ZStd$ columnpred ) ) {i f ( ZStd$Stratum [ i2 ] == ”LOW’ ) { ZStd$columnpred [ i2 ] <— 1 } else {ZStd$columnpred [ i2 ] <— 0}}}i f (ANAREA==”ALL” ) { ZStd$columnpred <— 1}
////////// Reorganize columns
ZStd < - ZStd[ , c ( 8 ,1 ,6 ,7 ,4 ,5 ,2 ,3 ,9 ) ]


















































data <— ZStdcolumn. pred <— ”columnpred”column.ana <— ”Moose Count”column. un itid  <— ”UnitID”column.ana. formula <— ’’ [UNKNOWN]”s t r a t  <— ” Stratum”area <— ”AreaMi”column . la t <— ” CentrLat”column . lon <— ” CentrLong”sampled <— ” Counted”column. surveyid <— ” surveyid”S tdca lc .ou t <— geo .moosepop(column .ana = column.ana, s t ra t  s t ra t  , data = data , sampled = sampled , area = area , column . pred = column. pred , column. lat=column. lat , column . lon=column . lon ) inpt . parms <— l i s t  (column . pred=column . pred , column . ana= column . ana , column . ana . formula=column . ana . formula , s t r a t= s t ra t  , area=area , sampled=sampled)
PtEstStd[j ,] <— Stdcalc .o u t$estimate . to ta l  SEStd [ j ,] <— Stdcalc . ou t$estimate . s tandard . error ConfInt95Std [j ,] <— Stdcalc .o u t$conf . int .95 StdCI90i <— Stdcalc . ou t$ci90 StdCI80i <— Stdcalc . ou t$ci80 AreaStd [ j ,] <— Stdcalc . ou t$sampled . area [3 ,2] StdSemVarHi [ j StdSemVarHi [ j StdSemVarHi [ j StdSemVarLo [ j StdSemVarLo [ j StdSemVarLo [ j
,1] < - S t d c a l c out $ parmest 1 1 ,1],2] < - S t d c a l c out $ parmest 1 1 ,2],3] < - S t d c a l c out $ parmest 1 1 ,3],1] < - S t d c a l c out $ parmest2 1 ,1],2] < - S t d c a l c out $ parmest2 1 ,2],3] < - S t d c a l c out $ parmest2 1 ,3]
#  Set up h is to r ic  unit dataframe for block kriging
GassCentr <— read . csv (” Togiak centro ids . csv” , header=TRUE) 
length ( GassCounts [ , 1 ])colnames ( GassCounts ) <— c (”UnitID” , ”Moose Count” , ” Stratum” ) GassCounts <— GassCounts [ order ( GassCounts$UnitID ) ,]


















































GassData$Counted <— 0 
II##### High Stratum sampling
GassHigh <— subset ( GassData , GassData$Stratum == ”HIGH” ) GassHigh <— data . matrix ( GassHigh) nH <— length ( GassHigh [ , 1 ])HighIndex <— sample (nH, size=sizeHG , replace = FALSE) for ( i in 1: sizeHG ){ GassHigh [ HighIndex [ i ], 6 ] <— 1}ZGassHigh <— data . frame ( GassHigh)
//// # # # Low Stratum sampling
GassLow <— subset (GassData , GassData$ Stratum == ”LOW” ) GassLow <— data . matrix (GassLow) nL <— length (GassLow [, 1 ])LowIndex <— sample (nL, size=sizeLG , replace = FALSE) for ( i in 1: sizeLG ){ GassLow [LowIndex [ i ] ,6] <— 1}ZGassLow <— data . frame (GassLow)
ZGass <— rbind ( ZGassHigh , ZGassLow)
##### Add add it ional required columns to ZGass 
LowDF <— data . frame (LOW)LowArea <— data . frame (LowDF$UnitID , LowDF$unit area ) colnames (LowArea) <— c (”UnitID” , ”AreaKM” )HighDF <— data . frame (HIGH)HighArea <— data . frame (HighDF$UnitID , HighDF$unit area ) colnames (HighArea) <— c (”UnitID” , ”AreaKM” )
GassL H <— rbind (LowArea , HighArea)GassL H <— GassL H [ order (GassL H$UnitID) ,]ZGass <— ZGass [ order ( ZGass$UnitID ) ,]ZGass$AreaMi <— GassL H$AreaKM * 0.386102159


















































ZGass$columnpred <— NAZGass < - ZGass [ , c ( 7 ,1 ,6 ,9 ,4 ,5 ,2 ,3 ,8 ) ]ZGass$Stratum [ ZGass$Stratum == 1] <— ”LOW’ZGass$Stratum [ ZGass$Stratum == 2 ] <— ”HIGH”
////////// Define analysis area based on choice at s t a r t  of scrip t
i f (ANAREA==” HIGH” ) {f o r (i2 in 1: length ( ZGass$ columnpred ) ) {i f ( ZGass$Stratum [ i2 ] == ”HIGH” ) { ZGass$columnpred [ i2 ] <­1} else {ZGass$columnpred [ i2 ] <— 0}}}i f (ANAREA= ”LOW’) {f o r (i2 in 1: length ( ZGass$ columnpred ) ) {i f ( ZGass$Stratum [ i2 ] == ”LOW’) { ZGass$columnpred [ i2 ] <— 1 } else {ZGass$columnpred [ i2 ] <— 0}}}i f (ANAREA==”ALL” ) { ZGass$columnpred <— 1}
// =====/  Perform block kriging with functions written by Jay Ver Hoef /  on h is to r ic  units/  (see Appendix 4 for GSPE functions)// =====
data <— ZGass /  Assign appropria te  data framecolumn . pred <— ” columnpred”column . ana <— ” Moose Count”column . un itid  <— ”UnitID”column . ana . formula <— ” [UNKNOWN] ”s t r a t  <— ” Stratum”area <— ”AreaMi”column. la t <— ” CentrLat”column. lon <— ” CentrLong”sampled <— ” Counted”column . surveyid <— ” surveyid”Gasscalc . out< - geo . moosepop (column . ana = column . ana , s t r a t  = s t ra t  , data = d a ta , sampled = sampled, area = area, column . pred = column . pred , column . lat=column . lat , column . lon=column . lon ) inpt . parms<-1 i s t (column . pred=column . pred , column . ana=column . ana , column . ana . formula=column . ana . formula , s t r a t= s t r a t  , area=area , sampled=sampled)


















































SETog[j,] <— Gasscalc . ou t$estimate . standard . errorConfInt95Tog [j ,] <— Gasscalc . ou t$conf . in t .95GassCI90i <— Gasscalc . ou t$ci90GassCI80i <— Gasscalc . ou t$ci80AreaTog[j ,] <— Gasscalc . ou t$sampled . area [3 , 2]GassSemVarHi [ j , 1 ] <— Gasscalc . out $parmest 1 [ 1 , 1 ]GassSemVarHi [ j , 2] <— Gasscalc . out $parmest 1 [ 1 , 2]GassSemVarHi [j , 3] <— Gasscalc . out $parmest 1 [ 1 , 3 ]GassSemVarLo [ j , 1 ] <— Gasscalc . ou t$parmest2 [ 1 , 1 ]GassSemVarLo [ j , 2] <— Gasscalc . out $parmest2 [ 1 , 2]GassSemVarLo [j , 3] <— Gasscalc . out $parmest2 [ 1 , 3 ]
##### Keep track of loop progress
prin t ( paste (”Loop # ” , j , ” — ” , j / NumIter * 100, ”% complete” )) flush . console ()
#  =====#  END LOOP HERE# —  
}
# —#  Confidence in te rv a l  coverage# —
if (ANAREA == ”ALL” ) {#H is to r ic  Coverage:CI95TogDF <— data . frame ( ConfInt95Tog ) colnames (CI95TogDF) <— c (” Lower” , ” Upper” )CI95TogDF$in in te rv a l  <— 0 CI95Tog <— as . matrix (CI95TogDF) for (i in 1:NumIter) {if (CI95Tog[i ,1] < NumTotal & CI95Tog[i ,2] > NumTotal) { CI95Tog [ i ,3] < - 1}}(CoverageTog <— sum (CI95Tog [ , 3 ]) /  nrow (CI95Tog) )}


















































if (CI95Tog[i ,1] < NumHigh & CI95Tog [ i ,2] > NumHigh) { CI95Tog [ i ,3] < - 1}}(CoverageTog <— sum (CI95Tog [ , 3 ]) /  nrow (CI95Tog) )}
i f (ANAREA == ”LOW’ ) {/H is to r ic  Coverage:CI95TogDF <— data . frame ( ConfInt95Tog ) colnames (CI95TogDF) <— c (” Lower” , ” Upper” )CI95TogDF$in in te rv a l  <— 0 CI95Tog <— as . matrix (CI95TogDF) for (i in 1: NumIter) {i f (CI95Tog [ i , 1 ] < NumLow & CI95Tog [ i , 2 ] > NumLow) { CI95Tog [ i ,3] < - 1}}(CoverageTog <— sum (CI95Tog [ , 3 ]) /  nrow (CI95Tog) )}
if (ANAREA == ”ALL” ) {/S td  Unit Coverage :CI95StdDF <— data . frame ( ConfInt95Std ) colnames (CI95StdDF) <— c (” Lower” , ” Upper” )CI95StdDF$in in te rv a l  <— 0 CI95Std <— as . matrix (CI95StdDF ) for (i in 1: NumIter) {if (CI95Std[i ,1] < NumTotal & CI95Std[i ,2] > NumTotal) { CI95Std[i ,3] < - 1}}(CoverageStd <— sum ( CI95Std [ , 3 ]) /  nrow ( CI95Std ) )}
i f (ANAREA == ” HIGH” ) {/S td  Unit Coverage :CI95StdDF <— data . frame ( ConfInt95Std ) colnames (CI95StdDF) <— c (” Lower” , ” Upper” )CI95StdDF$in in te rv a l  <— 0 CI95Std <— as . matrix (CI95StdDF ) for (i in 1: NumIter) {if (CI95Std [ i , 1 ] < NumHigh & CI95Std [i ,2] > NumHigh) { CI95Std[i ,3] < - 1}}(CoverageStd <— sum ( CI95Std [ , 3 ]) /  nrow ( CI95Std ) )}


















































colnames (CI95StdDF) <— c (” Lower” , ” Upper” )CI95StdDF$in in te rv a l  <— 0 CI95Std <— as . matrix (CI95StdDF ) for (i in 1:NumIter) {i f ( CI95Std [ i , 1 ] < NumLow & CI95Std [ i , 2 ] > NumLow) { CI95Std[i ,3] < - 1}}(CoverageStd <— sum ( CI95Std [ , 3 ]) /  nrow ( CI95Std ) )}
##  Write re su l ts  to a file#
workdir <— ”” setwd ( workdir) getwd () dir ()
##### File with raw re su l ts  from each i te ra t io n
sink ( paste ( Date , RunNo ,ANAREA, ” ” ,NumHigh,”H ” ,NumLow,”L ” , NumIter , ” 11 er ” ,” R e s u l t s . tx t” , sep=” ” )) c a t (” \n ” )cat ( paste (Date , RunNo, ANAREA, ” ” ,NumHigh,”H ” ,NumLow,”L ” , NumIter , ” 11 er ” ,” R esults” , sep=” ” ) )
c a t (” \n\nNumber of i t e r a t io n s  =” )NumIter
c a t (” \nNumber of low stratum moose =” )NumLow
c a t (” \nNumber of high stratum moose =” )NumHigh
c a t (” \nTotal number of moose =” )NumTotal
c a t (” \nVector of Togiak Grid Point Estimates =” ) data . frame ( PtEstTog)
c a t (” \nVector of Standard Grid Point Estimates =” ) data . frame (PtEstStd)


















































c a t (” \nVector of Standard Grid SEs =” ) data . frame ( SEStd)
c a t (” \  nVector of Togiak Grid Sampled Areas ( sq miles) =” ) data . frame ( AreaTog)
c a t (” \  nVector of Standard Grid Sampled Areas ( sq miles) = \  n \n” ) data . frame ( AreaStd )
c a t (” \nTog 95% CI and 1/ 0 Pt Inclusion =” )CI95Tog
c a t (” \nStd 95% CI and 1/ 0 Pt Inclusion =” )CI95Std
c a t (” \nTogiak F it ted  Semi-variograms — High =” )GassSemVarHic a t (” \nTogiak F it ted  Semi-variograms — Low =” )GassSemVarLo
c a t (” \nStandard F it ted  Semi-variograms —  High =” )StdSemVarHic a t (” \nStandard F it ted  Semi-variograms —  Low =” )StdSemVarLo
sink ()
////////// File with summarized resu lts
sink ( paste ( Date , RunNo, ANAREA, ” ” ,NumHigh,”H ” ,NumLow,”L ” ,NumIter, ” 11 er ” , ” Summary. tx t ” , sep=” ” ) ) c a t (” \n ” )cat ( paste (Date , RunNo, ANAREA, ” ” ,NumHigh,”H ” ,NumLow,”L ” ,NumIter,” 11 er ” , ” Summary. tx t ” , sep=” ” ) )
c a t (” \n\nNumber of i t e r a t io n s  =” )NumIter
c a t (” \nNumber of low stratum moose =” )NumLow
c a t (” \nNumber of high stratum moose =” )NumHigh
c a t (” \nTotal number of moose =” )NumTotal



















































c a t (” \nMean( PtEstStd ) =” ) mean( P tE stS td)
c a t (” \nMean SE(SETog) =” ) mean(SETog)
c a t (” \nMean SE(SEStd) =” ) mean (SEStd)
if (ANAREA == ”ALL” ) { c a t (” \nTogiak Unit Bias =” ) mean( PtEstTog) — NumTotal}
i f (ANAREA == ”LOW” ) { c a t (” \nTogiak Unit Bias =” ) mean ( PtEstTog) — NumLow }
i f (ANAREA == ” HIGH” ) { c a t (” \nTogiak Unit Bias =” ) mean ( PtEstTog) — NumHigh}
if (ANAREA == ”ALL” ) {c a t (” \nStandard Unit Bias =” )mean ( PtEstStd ) — NumTotal}
i f (ANAREA == ”LOW” ) { c a t (” \nStandard Unit Bias =” ) mean ( PtEstStd ) — NumLow }
i f (ANAREA == ” HIGH” ) {c a t (” \nStandard Unit Bias =” )mean ( PtEstStd ) — NumHigh}c a t (” \nTogiak Coverage — 95% CI =” )CoverageTog
c a t (” \nStd Coverage —  95% CI =” )CoverageStd







c a t (” \  nMean of Standard Grid Sampled Area ( sq miles) mean ( AreaStd)
sink ()
./Config_Simulations_Neat.R














































A p p en d ix  2: R  code for C hapter 2 sim ulations
/#////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// Sampling In ten s i ty  Simulations , Chapter 2 / ///////////' "  Author: G.G. Frye, 2016 ' " /Z////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
////////// S tart with clean slate  rm ( l i s t = l s () ) dev . off ()
////////// Working d irectoryworkdir <— ” ”setwd ( workdir)getwd ()dir ()
##### Date Date <— ” ”RunNo <— ””
##### Packages l ib ra ry  ( rg d a l) l ib ra ry  (maptools) l ib ra ry  ( sp a ts ta t  ) l ib ra ry  ( sp ) l i b r a r y ( rgeos)
/ / // / // / // / /
Analysis Area: ”HIGH” , ”LOW’ , or ”ALL”(This spec if ies  the area for which a population estimate is desired: high/ low stratum only or whole survey region)
ANAREA < ” ALL”
///  Load shapefiles for whole standard units with s t ra ta/ delineated on the basis of 2011 survey//



















































STDHIGH <-  AllUnits [ which ( All Units $Stratum == ”HIGH” ) ,]plot (STDHIGH)pro j4s t r ing  (STDHIGH)str  (STDHIGH@data)head (STDHIGH@data)
STDLOW <-  AllUnits [which( AllUnits$Stratum == ”LOW’) ,]plot (STDLOW)pro j4s t r ing  (STDLOW)str  (STDLOW@data)head (STDLOW@data)
// ===#  Load shapefiles  for whole standard uni ts with s t ra ta#  delineated on the basis of 2011 survey// ===
source (”GSPE Functions . r ” )
// ====#  Choose number of uni ts to sample from low stratum#  (NOTE: >= 20 required for each stratum)// ====
////////// Low stratum fixed , high stratum varying with p—loop below
sizeLS <— 30 /  Standard units , low stratum — 748 available
///  Choose number of i t e r a t io n s for the loop
tt------------------------------------------------------------
NumIter <— 1000 /  Number of i t e r a t io n s for the loop
tt----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/  Choose true population size // within each stratum
////// // // Using the 2011 counts
NumHigh <— 1144 NumLow <— 482NumTotal <— NumHigh + NumLow



















































HighVector <— c (20, 30, 50, 100, 200)
/  —/  START LOOPS HERE/  —
f o r (p in 1: length ( HighVector ) ) { /  Loop through HighVector
sizeHS <— HighVector [p]
PtEstStd <— matrix ( rep (NA, NumIter)) colnames ( PtEstStd ) <— c (” PtEst” )
SEStd <— matrix ( rep (NA, NumIter)) colnames (SEStd) <— c (”SE” )
UnitsSamp <— matrix (NA, nrow = NumIter, ncol = 3) colnames (UnitsSamp) <— c (”HIGH” , ”LOW’ , ”TOTAL” )
TotalSamp <— matrix (NA, nrow = NumIter, ncol = 3) colnames (TotalSamp) <— c (”HIGH” , ”LOW’ , ”TOTAL” )
MooseCount <— matrix (NA, nrow = NumIter, ncol = 3) colnames (MooseCount) <— c (”HIGH” , ”LOW’ , ”TOTAL” )
SampAreaStd <— matrix (NA, nrow = NumIter, ncol = 3) colnames (SampAreaStd) <— c (”HIGH” , ’’LOW’ , ” TOTAL” )TotalAreaStd <— matrix (NA, nrow = NumIter, ncol = 3) colnames (TotalAreaStd) <— c (”HIGH” , ”LOW’ , ”TOTAL” )
ConfInt95Std <— matrix (NA, NumIter, 2)colnames ( ConfInt95Std ) <— c (” Lower95CL” , ”Upper95CL” )
ConfInt80Std <— matrix (NA, NumIter, 2)colnames ( ConfInt80Std ) <— c (” Lower80CL” , ”Upper80CL” )
ConfInt90Std <— matrix (NA, NumIter, 2)colnames ( ConfInt90Std ) <— c (” Lower90CL” , ”Upper90CL” )
CIpropMean95 <— matrix (NA, NumIter) colnames (CIpropMean95) <— c (” CIpropMean95” )


















































CIpropMean90 <— matrix (NA, NumIter) colnames (CIpropMean90) <— c (” CIpropMean90” )
StdSemVarHi <— matrix (NA, nrow = NumIter, ncol = 3) colnames (StdSemVarHi) <— c (” Nugget” , ” S i l l ” , ”Range” )
StdSemVarLo <— matrix (NA, nrow = NumIter, ncol = 3) colnames (StdSemVarLo) <— c (”Nugget” , ” S i l l ” , ”Range” )
f o r (j in 1: NumIter) { #  Loop through specified number of#  simulated populations
// =====#  Generate random points within each stratum layer , with each#  point represent ing an individual moose location// =====
////////// Random points , high stratum
HIGH_PTS <— spsample (STDHIGH, n = NumHigh, ” random” )
////////// Random points , low stratum
LOW_PTS <— spsample (STDLOW, n = NumLow, ” random” )
// =====/  Use ’ove r ’ functions for point - in  —polygon analysis /  to assign the random points to appropriate  survey units// =====
////////// HIGH stratum points to units
HIGH PTS$SUS ID 1 <— over (HIGH PTS, AllUnits) $SUS ID 1HIGH PTS$SUS ID 12 <— over (HIGH PTS, AllUnit s) $SUS ID 12HIGH PTS$STDSTRATUnit <— HIGH PTS$SUS ID 1 + HIGH PTS$SUS ID 12
/lllllll/l LOW stratum points to units
LOW PTS$SUS ID 1 <— over (LOW PTS, AllUnits) $SUS ID 1LOW PTS$SUS ID 12 <— over (LOW PTS, AllUnits) $SUS ID 12LOW PTS$STDSTRATUnit <— LOW PTS$SUS ID 1 + LOW PTS$SUS ID 12
// =====/  Tally number of simulated moose points in each unit// =====


















































/  a regular dataframe LOW PTS$count <— 1 /Add column of 1 ’s to represent a count of 1 /  for each simulated moose HIGH PTS <— data . frame (HIGH PTS) /Change SpatialPointsDataframe /  in a regular dataframe HIGH PTS$count <— 1 /Add column of 1 ’s to represent a count of /  1 for each simulated moose
byStdUnitLow <— aggregate (LOW PTS$count , l i s t  (LOW PTS$STDSTRATUnit) , sum) /  low counts for each standard unit
byStdUnitHigh <— aggregate (HIGH PTS$count , l i s t  (HIGH PTS$STDSTRATUnit) , sum) /  high counts for each standard unit
byStdUnitBind <— rbind (byStdUnitLow , byStdUnitHigh) /  combined /  counts for each standard unit byStdUnit <— aggregate ( byStdUnitBind$x , l i s t ( byStdUnitBind$Group. 1) , sum) /  Aggregate again because these aren ’t /  unique unitsbyStdUnit <— byStdUnit [ order ( byStdUnit$Group . 1) ,] /  sort  by unit /  number
// —  /  Add missing 0— count units back to compiled vector of counts//
s t d te s t  <— data . frame (AllUnits )s t d te s t  <— data . frame ( s t d te s t  $SUS ID 1, s t d t e s t $SUS ID 12) s t d te s t  $ Group . 1 <— s td te s t  $ s td t  est . SUS ID 1 + s t d t e s t $ s td te s t  .SUS ID 12 s td te s t  <— data . frame ( s t d te s t  $ Group . 1) s t d t e s t $x <— 0colnames( s td te s t  ) <— c (” Group . 1 ” , ” x” )
StdAll <— rbind ( s td tes t  , byStdUnit)StdCounts <— aggregate ( StdAll$x , l i s t ( StdAll$Group . 1) , sum) colnames ( StdCounts ) <— c (” UnitID” , ” Moose Count” )
SSTRAT <— data . frame ( AllUnits )SSTRAT$UnitID <— SSTRAT$SUS ID 1 + SSTRAT$SUS ID 12 StdStra t  <— SSTRAT [ order (SSTRAT$UnitID ) ,]
// ==/  Set up final dataframe for FPBK// ==


















































StdCounts <— StdCounts [ order ( StdCounts$UnitID ) ,]Stdmerge1 <— merge (StdCounts , S tdS tra t ,  by = ”UnitID” )
STDdat <— data . frame ( AllUnits )STDdat$UnitID <-  STDdat$SUS ID 1 + STDdat$SUS ID 12 
STDdat$ Counted <— 0
STDdat2 <— STDdat [ order (STDdat$UnitID ) ,]Stdmerge2 <— merge (Stdmerge1 , STDdat2, by = ”UnitID” )Stdmerge3 <— Stdmerge2 [ , c (” UnitID” ,” L a t i tude .x” ,” Longitude. x” , ” Moose Count” , ” Stratum . x” , ” Counted” ) ] colnames ( Stdmerge3 ) <— c (” UnitID” ,” CentrLat” ,” CentrLong” ,” Moose Count” ,” Stratum” ,” Counted” )StdData <— Stdmerge3
///  Randomly select  sample units//
////////// High Stratum
StdHigh <— subset ( StdData , StdData$ Stratum == ”HIGH” ) StdHigh <— data . matrix ( StdHigh ) nH <— length ( StdHigh [, 1 ])HighIndex <— sample (nH, size=sizeHS , replace = FALSE) for ( i in 1: sizeHS ) {StdHigh [HighIndex [ i ], 6] <— 1}ZStdHigh <— data . frame ( StdHigh )
////////// Low Stratum
StdLow <— subset (StdData , StdData$Stratum == ”LOW” ) StdLow <— data . matrix (StdLow) nL <— le n g th (StdLow [, 1 ])LowIndex <— sample (nL, size=sizeLS , replace = FALSE) for ( i in 1: sizeLS ) {StdLow [LowIndex [ i ] ,6] <— 1}ZStdLow <— data . frame (StdLow)
ZStd <— rbind ( ZStdHigh , ZStdLow)


















































STD <— AllUnits [ order ( AllUnits$UnitID ) ,]ZStd <— ZStd [order (ZStd$UnitID) ,]ZStd$AreaMi <— AllUnits$Area ZStd$surveyid <— 77 ZStd$columnpred <— NAZStd$Stratum [ ZStd$Stratum == 2] <— ”LOW”ZStd$Stratum [ ZStd$Stratum == 1 ] <— ”HIGH”
// —/  Define analysis area based on choice at s t a r t  of scr ip t// =====
i f (ANAREA==” HIGH” ) {f o r (i2 in 1: length ( ZStd$ columnpred ) ) {i f ( ZStd$Stratum [ i2 ] == ”HIGH” ) { ZStd$columnpred [ i2 ] <— 1 } else {ZStd$columnpred [ i2 ] <— 0}}}i f (ANAREA= ”LOW” ) {f o r (i2 in 1: length ( ZStd$ columnpred ) ) {i f ( ZStd$Stratum [ i2 ] == ”LOW” ) { ZStd$columnpred [ i2 ] <— 1 } else {ZStd$columnpred [ i2 ] <— 0}}}i f (ANAREA==”ALL” ) { ZStd$columnpred <— 1}
// =====/  Perform block kriging with functions writ ten by Jay Ver Hoef /  (see Appendix 4 for GSPE functions)// —
////////// Specify arguments for geomoosepop function 


















































inpt.parms <— l i s t (column . pred=column . pred , column . ana= column . ana , column . ana . formula=column . ana . formula , s t r a t= s t r a t  , area=area , sampled=sampled)
P tE s tS td [ j , ] SEStd [ j ,] <-  UnitsSamp UnitsSamp UnitsSamp TotalSamp TotalSamp TotalSamp MooseCount [j MooseCount [j MooseCount [j ConfInt95Std ConfInt90Std ConfInt80Std SampAreaStd [ SampAreaStd [ SampAreaStd [ TotalAreaStd TotalAreaStd TotalAreaStd CIpropMean95 CIpropMean90 CIpropMean80 StdSemVarHi StdSemVarHi StdSemVarHi StdSemVarLo StdSemVarLo StdSemVarLo
//// ////// Keep track of loop progress
<— Stdcalc . ou t$estimate . to ta l  Stdcalc . out$estimate . standard . error1] <— Stdcalc . out$sample . sizes [1 , 2]2] <— Stdcalc . out$sample . sizes [2 , 2]3] <— Stdcalc . out$sample . sizes [3 , 2]1] <— St dcalc . out $ t o t al . samples [ 1 , 2 ]2] <— Stdcalc . out$ to ta l  . samples [2 , 2]3] <— Stdcalc . out$ to ta l  . samples [3 , 2],1] <— St dcalc . out $moose . counted [ 1 , 2 ],2] <— Stdcalc . out$moose . counted [2 , 2],3] <— Stdcalc . out$moose . counted [3 , 2],] <— Stdcalc . out$conf . int .95,] <— Stdcalc . out$ ci90 ,] <— Stdcalc . out$ ci801] <— S tdcalc . out $sampled . area [ 1 , 2 ]2] <— Stdcalc . out$sampled . area [2 , 2]3] <— Stdcalc . out$sampled . area [3 , 2] ,1] <— S td c a lc . out $t o t a l . a r e a [1 ,2] ,2] <— S td c a lc . out $t o t a l . a r e a [2,2] ,3] <— S td c a lc . out $t o t a l . a r e a [3,2],] <— Stdcalc . out $ ci . prop . mean. 95 ,] <— Stdcalc . out $ ci . prop . mean. 90 ,] <— Stdcalc . out $ ci . prop . mean. 801] <-  S t d c a l c out $ parmest 1 1 ,1]2] <-  S t d c a l c out $ parmest 1 1 ,2]3] <-  S t d c a l c out $ parmest 1 1 ,3]1] <-  S t d c a l c out $ parmest2 1 ,1]2] <-  S t d c a l c out $ parmest2 1 ,2]3] <-  S t d c a l c out $ parmest2 1 ,3]
pr int ( paste (” Loop / ” , j , ” — ” , j / NumIter * 100, ”% complete” )) flush . console ()




















































/  Coverage// = 
m #  9 5 %
if (ANAREA == ”ALL” ) {CI95StdDF <— data . frame ( ConfInt95Std ) colnames (CI95StdDF) <— c (” Lower” , ” Upper” )CI95StdDF$in in te rva l  <— 0 CI95Std <— as . matrix (CI95StdDF ) for (i in 1: NumIter) {if (CI95Std[i ,1] < NumTotal & CI95Std[i ,2] > NumTotal) { CI95Std[i ,3] <-  1}}( Coverage95Std <— sum( CI95Std [ , 3]) /  nrow ( CI95Std ) )}
i f (ANAREA == ” HIGH” ) {CI95StdDF <— data . frame ( ConfInt95Std ) colnames (CI95StdDF) <— c (” Lower” , ” Upper” )CI95StdDF$in in te rva l  <— 0 CI95Std <— as . matrix (CI95StdDF ) for (i in 1: NumIter) {if (CI95Std [ i , 1 ] < NumHigh & CI95Std [i ,2] > NumHigh) { CI95Std[i ,3] <-  1}}( Coverage95Std <— sum( CI95Std [ , 3]) /  nrow ( CI95Std ) )}
i f (ANAREA == ”LOW” ) {CI95StdDF <— data . frame ( ConfInt95Std ) colnames (CI95StdDF) <— c (” Lower” , ” Upper” )CI95StdDF$in in te rva l  <— 0 CI95Std <— as . matrix (CI95StdDF ) for (i in 1: NumIter) {i f ( CI95Std [ i , 1 ] < NumLow & CI95Std [ i , 2 ] > NumLow) { CI95Std[i ,3] <-  1}}( Coverage95Std <— sum( CI95Std [ , 3]) /  nrow ( CI95Std ) )}
W W /  90% ##### 


















































for (i in 1: NumIter) {if (CI90Std[i ,1] < NumTotal & CI90Std[i ,2] > NumTotal) { CI90Std[i ,3] <-  1}}( Coverage90Std <— sum( CI90Std [ , 3]) /  nrow ( CI90Std ) )}
i f (ANAREA == ” HIGH” ) {CI90StdDF <— data . frame ( ConfInt90Std ) colnames (CI90StdDF) <— c (” Lower” , ” Upper” )CI90StdDF$in in te rva l  <— 0 CI90Std <— as . matrix (CI90StdDF ) for (i in 1: NumIter) {if (CI90Std [ i , 1 ] < NumHigh & CI90Std [i ,2] > NumHigh) { CI90Std[i ,3] <-  1}}( Coverage90Std <— sum( CI90Std [ , 3]) /  nrow ( CI90Std ) )}
i f (ANAREA == ”LOW” ) {CI90StdDF <— data . frame ( ConfInt90Std ) colnames (CI90StdDF) <— c (” Lower” , ” Upper” )CI90StdDF$in in te rva l  <— 0 CI90Std <— as . matrix (CI90StdDF ) for (i in 1: NumIter) {i f ( CI90Std [ i , 1 ] < NumLow & CI90Std [ i , 2 ] > NumLow) { CI90Std[i ,3] <-  1}}( Coverage90Std <— sum( CI90Std [ , 3]) /  nrow ( CI90Std ) )}
80%
if (ANAREA == ”ALL” ) {CI80StdDF <— data . frame ( ConfInt80Std ) colnames (CI80StdDF) <— c (” Lower” , ” Upper” )CI80StdDF$in in te rva l  <— 0 CI80Std <— as . matrix (CI80StdDF ) for (i in 1: NumIter) {if (CI80Std[i ,1] < NumTotal & CI80Std[i ,2] > NumTotal) { CI80Std[i ,3] <-  1}}( Coverage80Std <— sum( CI80Std [ , 3]) /  nrow ( CI80Std ) )}


















































CI80StdDF$in in te rva l  <— 0 CI80Std <— as . matrix (CI80StdDF ) for (i in 1: NumIter) {if (CI80Std [ i , 1 ] < NumHigh & CI80Std [i ,2] > NumHigh) { CI80Std[i ,3] <-  1}}( Coverage80Std <— sum( CI80Std [ , 3]) /  nrow ( CI80Std ) )}
i f (ANAREA == ”LOW” ) {CI80StdDF <— data . frame ( ConfInt80Std ) colnames (CI80StdDF) <— c (” Lower” , ” Upper” )CI80StdDF$in in te rva l  <— 0 CI80Std <— as . matrix (CI80StdDF ) for (i in 1: NumIter) {i f ( CI80Std [ i , 1 ] < NumLow & CI80Std [ i , 2 ] > NumLow) {CI80Std[i ,3] <-  1}}( Coverage80Std <— sum( CI80Std [ , 3]) /  nrow ( CI80Std ) )}
// ===/  Write resu l t s  to text fi les// = =
workdir <— ”” setwd ( workdir) getwd () dir ()
////////// File with raw resu l t s  from each i t e r a t io n
sink ( paste (” Togiak I n t e n s i t y ” , Date , RunNo, ANAREA, ” ” ,sizeHS,”H ” ,s izeLS,”L ” ,” Results.  t x t ” , sep=” ” ) ) c a t (” \n ” )cat ( paste (” Togiak Int ensi ty  ” , Date , RunNo, ANAREA, ” ” ,sizeHS,”H ” , sizeLS,”L ” ,” Resul ts” , sep=”” ))
c a t (” \n\nNumber of i t e r a t io n s  =” ) pr int  (NumIter)
c a t (” \nTrue number of low stratum moose =” ) pr int  (NumLow)
c a t (” \nTrue number of high stratum moose =” ) pr int  (NumHigh)






























































cat (” print cat (” print
NumTotal)
nVector of Standard Grid Point Estimates =” ) data . frame (PtEstStd) )
nVector of Standard Grid SEs =” ) data . frame (SEStd) )
nStd 95% CI and 1/ 0 Pt Inclusion =” )CI95Std)
nStd 90% CI and 1/ 0 Pt Inclusion =” )CI90Std)
nStd 80% CI and 1/ 0 Pt Inclusion =” )CI80Std)
nMatrix of Standard Grid Sampled Areas ( sq miles) = \  n \n” ) data . frame (SampAreaStd) )
nMatrix of Standard Grid Total Areas ( sq miles) = \  n \  n” ) data . frame (TotalAreaStd) )
nMatrix of Moose Counts = \ n \ n ” ) data . frame (MooseCount) )
nVector of CIpropMean95 = \ n \ n ” ) data . frame ( CIpropMean95 ) )
nVector of CIpropMean90 = \ n \ n ” ) data . frame ( CIpropMean90 ) )
nVector of CIpropMean80 = \ n \ n ” ) data . frame ( CIpropMean80 ) )
nStandard F it ted  Semi-variograms —  High =” )StdSemVarHi)nStandard F it ted  Semi-variograms —  Low =” )StdSemVarLo)
sink (
////////// File with summarized resul ts




















































”H ” ,s izeLS,”L ” ,”Summary. t x t ” , sep=”” ))
c a t (” \n\nNumber of i t e r a t io n s  =” ) pr int  (NumIter)
c a t (” \nTrue number of low stratum moose =” ) pr int  (NumLow)
c a t (” \nTrue number of high stratum moose =” ) pr int  (NumHigh)
c a t (” \nTrue to ta l  number of moose =” ) pr int  (NumTotal)
c a t (” \nNumber of low stratum uni ts sampled =” ) pr int  ( sizeLS )
c a t (” \nNumber of high stratum uni ts sampled =” ) pr int  ( sizeHS )
c a t (” \nTotal number of units sampled =” ) p r i n t (sizeLS + sizeHS)
c a t (” \nTrue to ta l  number of moose =” ) pr int  (NumTotal)
c a t (” \nMean( PtEstStd ) =” ) pr int  (mean( PtEstStd) )
c a t (” \nMean SE(SEStd) =” ) pr int  (mean(SEStd) )
cat (” \nSD of SE(SEStd) = ” ) p r i n t ( s d (SEStd))
cat (” \n95% Wald CI for SE(SEStd) = \ n ” )cat ( paste (” Lower 95% CL = ” , mean ( SEStd) — 1.96 * s d (SEStd) ,” \  n” ) )cat ( paste (” Upper 95% CL = ” , mean ( SEStd) + 1.96 * s d (SEStd) ,” \  n” ) )
cat (” \n90% Wald CI for SE(SEStd) = \ n ” )cat ( paste (” Lower 90% CL = ” , mean ( SEStd) — 1.645 * s d (SEStd),” \  n” ) )cat ( paste (” Upper 90% CL = ” , mean ( SEStd) + 1.645 * s d (SEStd),” \  n” ) )
cat (” \n80% Wald CI for SE(SEStd) = \ n ” )cat ( paste (” Lower 80% CL = ” , mean ( SEStd) — 1.28 * s d (SEStd) ,” \  n” ) )cat ( paste (” Upper 80% CL = ” , mean ( SEStd) + 1.28 * s d (SEStd) ,” \  n” ) )













































c a t (” \nStd Coverage —  90% CI =” ) pr int  ( Coverage90Std)
c a t (” \nStd Coverage —  80% CI =” ) pr int  ( Coverage80Std)
if (ANAREA == ”ALL” ) {c a t (” \nStandard Unit Bias =” )pr int (mean( PtEstStd ) — NumTotal)}
i f (ANAREA == ”LCW” ) {c a t (” \nStandard Unit Bias =” )pr int (mean( PtEstStd ) — NumLow)}
i f (ANAREA == ” HIGH” ) {c a t (” \nStandard Unit Bias =” )pr int (mean( PtEstStd ) — NumHigh)}
c a t (” \  nMean of Standard Grid Sampled Area ( sq miles) = \  n \  n” ) pr int  (mean( SampAreaStd) )
c a t (” \nMean of Standard Grid Total Area (sq miles) = \  n \n” ) pr int  (mean( TotalAreaStd) )
c a t (” \n% Area Sampled = \n \n ” )pr int (mean( SampAreaStd) /  mean( Total AreaStd ) )
sink ()
















































A p p en d ix  3: R  code for C hapter 3 sim ulations
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////# ////////// Simulating c lustered d is t r ibu t ions  , Chapter 3 / ///////////' ' '  Author: G.G. Frye, 2016 ' ' ' / /
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////#
////////// Start  with clean slate  rm( l i s t  = ls () ) dev . off ()
////////// Working di rectoryworkdir <— ””setwd ( workdir)getwd ()dir ()
I#### Date Date <— ””RunNo <— ””
//llllll/l Packages l ib ra ry  ( rg d a l ) l ib ra ry  (maptools) l ib ra ry  ( sp a ts ta t  ) l ib ra ry  ( sp ) l i b r a r y ( rgeos)
////////// Analysis Area: ”HIGH” , ”IDW” , or ”ALL”//llllll/l (This spec if ies  the area for which a population////////// estimate is desired: high/ low stratum only////////// or whole survey region)
ANAREA <-  ” ALL”
///  Load shapefiles for whole standard uni ts with s t ra tadelineated on the basis of 2011 survey



















































STDHIGH <-  AllUnits [which( AllUnits$Stratum == ”HIGH” ) ,]plot (STDHIGH)pro j4s t r ing  (STDHIGH)str  (STDHIGH@data)head (STDHIGH@data)
STDLOW <-  AllUnits [which( AllUnits$Stratum == ”LOW” ) ,]plot (STDLOW)pro j4s t r ing  (STDLOW)str  (STDLOW@data)head (STDLOW@data)
//#  Load GSPE functions (see Appendix 4)//
source (”GSPE Functions . r ” )
//#  Choose number of uni ts to sample from each stratum#  (NOTE: >= 20 required for each stratum)//
sizeHS <— 50 #  High stratum —  209 available sizeLS <— 50 #  Low stratum — 748 available
///  Choose number of i t e r a t io n s for the loop
tt------------------------------------------------------------
NumIter <— 1000 /  Number of i t e r a t io n s for the loop
tt----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/  Choose true population size // within each stratum
////////// Using the 2011 counts
NumHigh <— 1144 NumLow <— 482NumTotal <— NumHigh + NumLow


















































/  at end of sc r ip t  !!// —
oldw <— getOpt ion(”warn” ) options (warn = -1)
// —/  Fil l  c lus te r  proportion vector (0 — 1; This scales ” n c lu s te r s ”/  argument in spsample function . Lower values create fewer/  and denser c lu s t e r s .  1.0 yields a random d i s t r ib u t io n  of/  indiv iduals  .)// —
PropVector <— c (0 . 0 5 , 0 . 1 , 0 . 1 5 , 0 . 2 , 0 . 2 5 , 0 . 3 , 0 . 3 5 , 0 . 4 , 0 . 4 5 , 0 . 5 , 0 .5 5 ,0 .6 ,0 .6 5 ,0 .7 ,0 . 7 5 ,0 .8 ,0 .8 5 ,0 .9 ,0 .9 5 ,1 )
/  —/  START LOOPS HERE/  —
f o r (p in 1: length ( PropVector ) ) { /  Loop through PropVector
ClusterPropHigh <— ClusterPropLow <— PropVector [p]
PtEstStd <— m atr ix( r e p (NA, NumIter)) colnames(PtEstStd) <— c (” PtEst” )
SEStd <— m atr ix( r e p (NA, NumIter)) colnames( SEStd) <— c (” SE” )
UnitsSamp <— m atr ix(NA, nrow = NumIter, ncol = 3) colnames (UnitsSamp) <— c (”HIGH” , ”LOW” , ”TOTAL” )
TotalSamp <— matrix (NA, nrow = NumIter, ncol = 3) colnames (TotalSamp) <— c (”HIGH” , ”LOW” , ”TOTAL” )
MooseCount <— matrix (NA, nrow = NumIter, ncol = 3) colnames (MooseCount) <— c (”HIGH” , ”LOW” , ”TOTAL” )
SampAreaStd <— matrix (NA, nrow = NumIter, ncol = 3) colnames (SampAreaStd) <— c (”HIGH” , ”LCW” , ”TOTAL” )TotalAreaStd <— matrix (NA, nrow = NumIter, ncol = 3) colnames (TotalAreaStd) <— c (” HIGH” , ”IOW” , ” TOTAL” )


















































ConfInt80Std <— matrix (NA, NumIter, 2)colnames ( ConfInt80Std ) <— c (” Lower80CL” , ”Upper80CL” )
ConfInt90Std <— matrix (NA, NumIter, 2)colnames ( ConfInt90Std ) <— c (” Lower90CL” , ”Upper90CL” )
CIpropMean95 <— matrix (NA, NumIter) colnames (CIpropMean95) <— c (” CIpropMean95” )
CIpropMean80 <— matrix (NA, NumIter) colnames (CIpropMean80) <— c (” CIpropMean80” )
CIpropMean90 <— matrix (NA, NumIter) colnames (CIpropMean90) <— c (” CIpropMean90” )
StdSemVarHi <— matrix (NA, nrow = NumIter, ncol = 3) colnames (StdSemVarHi) <— c (” Nugget” , ” S i l l ” , ” Range” )
StdSemVarLo <— matrix (NA, nrow = NumIter, ncol = 3) colnames (StdSemVarLo) <— c (”Nugget” , ” S i l l ” , ” Range” )
f o r (j in 1: NumIter) { /  Loop through specified number of /  simulated populations
Generate random points within each stratum layer , with each point represent ing an individual moose location
////////// High stratum points 
r ep ea t{X <— spsample (STDHIGH, n=NumHigh, type = ” c lu s t e re d ” ,nclus te rs  = ceil ing (NumHigh* ClusterPropHigh ) , i ter=1000)X$StdUnit <— over (X, STDHIGH) $UnitID

















































nclus te rs  = cei l ing ( (NumHigh—length (X@data$ StdUnit)) * ClusterPropHigh)) , s i len t  = TRUE)i f ( ’t r y —e r r o r ’ %in% c l a s s (X2)) next}i f ( length (X2) > NumHigh—length (X@data$ StdUnit) ) {X2 <— X2 [ 1:( NumHigh—length (X@data$ StdUnit) ) ,]}else break}X2$ StdUnit <— over(X2, STDHIGH) $UnitID row . names (X) <— c (1: length (X) )try  (row . names (X2) <— seq ( from=(length (X)+1) , to=NumHigh, by=1) , silent=TRUE)if ( ’try — e r r o r ’ %in% class (row . names (X2) ) ) next X <— spRbind (X, X2)}
i f ( length (X@data$ StdUnit) > NumHigh) {X <— X [ 1: NumHigh, ]}
if ( length (X) == NumHigh) {break}}
length (X) plot (STDHIGH) points (X)
////////// Low stratum points 
r ep ea t{Y <— spsample (STDLOW, n=NumLow, type = ” c lu s t e re d ” ,nclus te rs  = ceil ing (NumLow* ClusterPropLow ) , iter=1000) Y$StdUnit <— over (Y, STDLOW) $ Unit ID

















































Y@data$ StdUnit) ) * ClusterPropLow ) ) , silent=TRUE)i f ( ’try —e r r o r ’ %in% c l a s s (Y2)) next }i f ( length (Y2) > NumLow— length (Y@data$ StdUnit) ) {Y2 <— Y2 [ 1 : (NumLow—length (Y@data$StdUnit) ) ,]}else break}Y2$ StdUnit <— over(Y2, STDLOW) $UnitID row . names (Y) <— c (1: length (Y) )try  (row . names (Y2) <— seq ( from=(length (Y)+1) , to = (le n g th ( Y) + length (Y2) ) , by=1) , silent=TRUE) if ( ’try — e r r o r ’ %in% class (row . names (Y2) ) ) nextY <— spRbind (Y, Y2)}
i f ( length (Y@data$ StdUnit) > NumLow) {Y <— Y [ 1 : NumLow, ]}
if ( length (Y) == NumLow) {break}}
length (Y) plot (STDLOW) p o i n t s (Y)
HIGH PTS <— X LOW PTS <— Y
// =====/  Use ’ove r ’ functions for point —in —polygon analysis /  to assign the random points to appropriate  survey units// =====
////////// HIGH stratum points to units
HIGH PTS$SUS ID 1 <— over (HIGH PTS, AllUnits ) $SUS ID 1HIGH PTS$SUS ID 12 <— over (HIGH PTS, AllUnits ) $SUS ID 12HIGH PTS$STDSTRATUnit <— HIGH PTS$SUS ID 1 + HIGH PTS$SUS ID 12
////// // // // LOW stratum points to units

















































// ======/  Tally number of simulated moose points in each unit// ======
LOW PTS <— data . frame (LOW PTS) /  SpatialPointsDataframe to /  dataframeLOW PTS$count <— 1 /Add column of 1 ’s to represent a count of 1 /  for each simulated moose HIGH PTS <— data . frame (HIGH PTS) /  SpatialPointsDataframe to /  dataframeHIGH PTS$count <— 1 /Add column of 1 ’s to represent a count of 1 /  for each simulated moose
byStdUnitLow <— aggregate (LOW PTS$count , l i s t  (LOW PTS$STDSTRATUnit) , sum) /  low counts for each standard unit
byStdUnitHigh <— aggregate (HIGH PTS$count , l i s t  (HIGH PTS$STDSTRATUnit) , sum) /  high counts for each standard unit
byStdUnitBind <— rbind (byStdUnitLow , byStdUnitHigh) /  combined /  counts for each standard unit byStdUnit <— aggregate ( byStdUnitBind$x , l i s t ( byStdUnitBind$Group. 1) , sum) /  Aggregate again because these a re n ’t unique /  unitsbyStdUnit <— byStdUnit [ order ( byStdUnit $Group . 1) ,] /  sort  by unit /  number
// =====/  Add missing 0— count units back to compiled vector of counts// =====
s td te s t  <— data . frame ( AllUnits )s t d te s t  <— data . frame ( s t d te s t  $SUS ID 1, s t d t e s t $SUS ID 12) s t d te s t  $Group . 1 <— s td te s t  $ s td te s t  . SUS ID 1 + s td te s t  $ s t d te s t  . SUS ID 12s td te s t  <— data . frame ( s t d te s t  $Group . 1) s t d te s t  $x <— 0colnames ( s td te s t  ) <— c (”Group.1” , ”x” )
StdAll <— rbind ( s td tes t  , byStdUnit)StdCounts <— aggregate ( StdAll$x , l i s t ( StdAll$Group . 1) , sum) colnames ( StdCounts ) <— c (”UnitID” , ” Moose Count” )



















































/  Set up final dataframe for FPBK// ===
colnames ( StdCounts ) <— c (”UnitID” , ” Moose Count” )StdCounts <— StdCounts [ order ( StdCounts$UnitID ) ,]Stdmerge1 <— merge (StdCounts , S tdS tra t ,  by = ”UnitID” )
STDdat <— data . frame ( AllUnits )STDdat$UnitID <— STDdat$SUS ID 1 + STDdat$SUS ID 12 
STDdat$ Counted <— 0
STDdat2 <— STDdat [ order (STDdat$UnitID ) ,]Stdmerge2 <— merge (Stdmerge1 , STDdat2, by = ”UnitID” )Stdmerge3 <— Stdmerge2 [ , c (” UnitID” ,” L a t i tude .x” ,” Longitude. x” , ” Moose Count” , ” Stratum . x” , ” Counted” ) ] colnames ( Stdmerge3 ) <— c (” UnitID” ,” CentrLat” ,” CentrLong” ,” Moose Count” ,” Stratum” ,” Counted” )StdData <— Stdmerge3
// ===/  Randomly select  standard sample units// ===
////////// High Stratum
StdHigh <— subset ( StdData , StdData$ Stratum == ”HIGH” )StdHigh <— data . matrix ( StdHigh ) nH <— length ( StdHigh [, 1 ])HighIndex <— sample (nH, size=sizeHS , replace = FALSE) for ( i in 1: sizeHS ) {StdHigh [HighIndex [ i ], 6] <— 1}ZStdHigh <— data . frame ( StdHigh )
////////// Low Stratum
StdLow <— subset (StdData , StdData$Stratum == ”LOW” )StdLow <— data . matrix (StdLow) nL <— le n g th (StdLow [, 1 ])LowIndex <— sample (nL, size=sizeLS , replace = FALSE) for ( i in 1: sizeLS ) {StdLow [LowIndex [ i ] ,6] <— 1}ZStdLow <— data . frame (StdLow)


















































////// // // Add addit ional required columns to ZStd
STD <— AllUnits [o rde r ( AllUnits$UnitID ) ,]ZStd <— ZStd [ order ( ZStd$UnitID ) ,]ZStd$AreaMi <— AllUnits$Area ZStd$surveyid <— 77 ZStd$columnpred <— NAZStd$Stratum[ZStd$Stratum == 2] <— ”LOW”ZStd$Stratum[ZStd$Stratum == 1 ] <— ”HIGH”
// —/  Define analysis area based on choice at s t a r t  of scr ip t// —
i f (ANAREA==” HIGH” ) {for ( i2 in 1 : le n g th ( ZStd$ columnpred ) ){i f ( ZStd$Stratum [ i2 ] == ”HIGH” ) { ZStd$columnpred [ i2 ] <— 1 } else {ZStd$columnpred [ i2 ] <— 0}}}i f (ANAREA==”LOW” ) {f o r (i2 in 1: length ( ZStd$ columnpred ) ){i f ( ZStd$Stratum [ i2 ] == ”LOW” ) { ZStd$columnpred [ i2 ] <— 1 } else {ZStd$columnpred [ i2 ] <— 0}}}i f (ANAREA==”ALL” ) { ZStd$columnpred <— 1}
// =====/  Perform block kriging with functions writ ten by Jay Ver Hoef /  (see Appendix 4 for GSPE functions)// —
////////// Specify arguments for geomoosepop function 


















































Stdcalc.  out <— geo . moosepop (column . ana = column.ana, s t r a t  = s t ra t  , data = data , sampled = sampled , area = area , column . pred = column . pred , column . lat=column . lat , column . lon=column . lon ) inpt.parms <— l i s t (column . pred=column . pred , column . ana= column . ana , column . ana . formula=column . ana . formula , s t r a t= s t r a t  , area=area , sampled=sampled)
////////// F il l  matrices with appropr iate  values during each i t e r a t io n
P tE s tS td [j , ] SEStd [j ,] <— UnitsSamp UnitsSamp UnitsSamp TotalSamp TotalSamp TotalSamp [ j MooseCount [j MooseCount [j MooseCount [j ConfInt95Std ConfInt90Std ConfInt80Std SampAreaStd [ SampAreaStd [ SampAreaStd [ TotalAreaStd TotalAreaStd TotalAreaStd CIpropMean95 CIpropMean90 CIpropMean80 StdSemVarHi StdSemVarHi StdSemVarHi StdSemVarLo StdSemVarLo StdSemVarLo
<— Stdcalc . ou t$estimate . to ta l  Stdcalc . out$estimate . standard . e1] <— Stdcalc . out$sample . sizes [12] <— Stdcalc . out$sample . sizes [23] <— Stdcalc . out$sample . sizes [31] <— Stdcalc . out$ to ta l  . samples [2] <— Stdcalc . out$ to ta l  . samples [3] <— Stdcalc . out$ to ta l  . samples [ ,1] <— Stdcalc . out$moose . counted ,2] <— Stdcalc . out$moose . counted ,3] <— Stdcalc . out$moose . counted [j ,] <— Stdcalc . out$conf . int .95 [j ,] <— Stdcalc . out$ ci90[j ,] <— Stdcalc . out$ ci80 j ,1] <— Stdcalc . out$sampled . area j ,2] <— Stdcalc . out$sampled . area j ,3] <— Stdcalc . out$sampled . area [ j ,1] <— S tdcalc . out $ t ot al . area [ [ j ,2] <— S tdcalc . out $ t ot al . area [ [ j ,3] <— S tdcalc . out $ t ot al . area [ [ j , ] <— Stdcalc .ou t$ci . p rop . mean [ j , ] <— Stdcalc .ou t$ci . p rop . mean [ j , ] <— Stdcalc .ou t$ci . p rop . mean
rror,2],2],2]1 ,2]2 ,2]3 ,2] [1,2] [2,2] [3,2]
[1,2] [2,2] [3,2] 1 , 2 ]2 ,2]3 , 2 ].95.90.801] <— S t d c a l c out $ parmest 1 1 ,1]2] <— S t d c a l c out $ parmest 1 1 ,2]3] <— S t d c a l c out $ parmest 1 1 ,3]1] <— S t d c a l c out $ parmest2 1 ,1]2] <— S t d c a l c out $ parmest2 1 ,2]3] <— S t d c a l c out $ parmest2 1 ,3]
////////// Keep track of loop progress
print ( p a s t e (”Loop / ” flush . console () j / NumIter* 100, ”% complete” ))




















































// —/  Coverage// —
##### 95% ##### 
if (ANAREA == ”ALL” ) {CI95StdDF <— data . frame ( ConfInt95Std ) colnames (CI95StdDF) <— c (” Lower” , ” Upper” )CI95StdDF$in in te rva l  <— 0 CI95Std <— as . matrix (CI95StdDF ) for (i in 1: NumIter) {if (CI95Std[i ,1] < NumTotal & CI95Std[i ,2] > NumTotal) { CI95Std[i ,3] <— 1}}( Coverage95Std <— sum( CI95Std [ , 3]) /  nrow ( CI95Std ) )}
i f (ANAREA == ” HIGH” ) {CI95StdDF <— data . frame ( ConfInt95Std ) colnames (CI95StdDF) <— c (” Lower” , ” Upper” )CI95StdDF$in in te rva l  <— 0 CI95Std <— as . matrix (CI95StdDF ) for (i in 1: NumIter) {if (CI95Std [ i , 1 ] < NumHigh & CI95Std [i ,2] > NumHigh) { CI95Std[i ,3] <— 1}}( Coverage95Std <— sum( CI95Std [ , 3]) /  nrow ( CI95Std ) )}



















































if (ANAREA == ”ALL” ) {CI90StdDF <— data . frame ( ConfInt90Std ) colnames (CI90StdDF) <— c (” Lower” , ” Upper” )CI90StdDF$in in te rva l  <— 0 CI90Std <— as . matrix (CI90StdDF ) for (i in 1: NumIter) {if (CI90Std[i ,1] < NumTotal & CI90Std[i ,2] > NumTotal) { CI90Std[i ,3] <— 1}}( Coverage90Std <— sum( CI90Std [ , 3]) /  nrow ( CI90Std ) )}
i f (ANAREA == ” HIGH” ) {CI90StdDF <— data . frame ( ConfInt90Std ) colnames (CI90StdDF) <— c (” Lower” , ” Upper” )CI90StdDF$in in te rva l  <— 0 CI90Std <— as . matrix (CI90StdDF ) for (i in 1: NumIter) {if (CI90Std [ i , 1 ] < NumHigh & CI90Std [i ,2] > NumHigh) { CI90Std[i ,3] <— 1}}( Coverage90Std <— sum( CI90Std [ , 3]) /  nrow ( CI90Std ) )}
i f (ANAREA == ”LOW’ ) {CI90StdDF <— data . frame ( ConfInt90Std ) colnames (CI90StdDF) <— c (” Lower” , ” Upper” )CI90StdDF$in in te rva l  <— 0 CI90Std <— as . matrix (CI90StdDF ) for (i in 1: NumIter) {i f ( CI90Std [ i , 1 ] < NumLow & CI90Std [ i , 2 ] > NumLow) { CI90Std[i ,3] <— 1}}( Coverage90Std <— sum( CI90Std [ , 3]) /  nrow ( CI90Std ) )}
##### 80% ##### 



















































i f (ANAREA == ” HIGH” ) {CI80StdDF <— data . frame ( ConfInt80Std ) colnames (CI80StdDF) <— c (” Lower” , ” Upper” )CI80StdDF$in in te rva l  <— 0 CI80Std <— as . matrix (CI80StdDF ) for (i in 1: NumIter) {if (CI80Std [ i , 1 ] < NumHigh & CI80Std [i ,2] > NumHigh) { CI80Std[i ,3] <— 1}}( Coverage80Std <— sum( CI80Std [ , 3]) /  nrow ( CI80Std ) )}
i f (ANAREA == ”LCW” ) {CI80StdDF <— data . frame ( ConfInt80Std ) colnames (CI80StdDF) <— c (” Lower” , ” Upper” )CI80StdDF$in in te rva l  <— 0 CI80Std <— as . matrix (CI80StdDF ) for (i in 1: NumIter) {i f ( CI80Std [ i , 1 ] < NumLow & CI80Std [ i , 2 ] > NumLow) { CI80Std[i ,3] <— 1}}( Coverage80Std <— sum( CI80Std [ , 3]) /  nrow ( CI80Std ) )}
// ===#  Write resu l t s  to text fi les// ===
workdir <— ”” setwd ( workdir) getwd () dir ()
////////// File with raw resu l t s  from each i t e r a t io n
sink ( paste (” Togiak Clus ter” , Date ,RunNo,ANAREA, ” ” ,sizeHS,”H ” , sizeLS,”L ” , ClusterPropHigh , ” Results . t x t ” , sep=”” ))
c a t (” \n ” )cat ( paste (” Togiak Clus ter” , Date ,RunNo,ANAREA, ” ” ,sizeHS,”H ” , sizeLS,”L ” , ClusterPropHigh , ” Resul ts” , sep=”” ))
c a t (” \n\nNumber of i t e r a t io n s  =” ) pr int  (NumIter)



















































cat ( ” print
cat ( ” print
cat ( ” print
cat ( ” print
cat ( ” print
cat ( ” print
cat ( ” print
cat ( ” print
cat ( ” print
cat ( ” print
cat ( ” print
cat ( ” print
cat ( ” print
cat ( ” print cat ( ” print
sink (
NumLow)
nTrue number of high stratum moose =” )NumHigh)
nTrue to ta l  number of moose =” )NumTotal)
nVector of Standard Grid Point Estimates =” ) data . frame (PtEstStd) )
nVector of Standard Grid SEs =” ) data . frame (SEStd) )
nStd 95% CI and 1/ 0 Pt Inclusion =” )CI95Std)
nStd 90% CI and 1/ 0 Pt Inclusion =” )CI90Std)
nStd 80% CI and 1/ 0 Pt Inclusion =” )CI80Std)
nMatrix of Standard Grid Sampled Areas ( sq miles) data . frame (SampAreaStd) )
nMatrix of Standard Grid Total Areas ( sq miles) = data . frame (TotalAreaStd) )
nMatrix of Moose Counts = \ n \ n ” ) data . frame (MooseCount) )
nVector of CIpropMean95 = \ n \ n ” ) data . frame ( CIpropMean95 ) )
nVector of CIpropMean90 = \ n \ n ” ) data . frame ( CIpropMean90 ) )
nVector of CIpropMean80 = \ n \ n ” ) data . frame ( CIpropMean80 ) )
nStandard F it ted  Semi—variograms —  High =” ) StdSemVarHi)nStandard F it ted  Semi—variograms —  Low =” ) StdSemVarLo)
= \ n\ n” ) 


















































////////// File with summarized resul ts
sink ( paste (” Togiak Clus ter” , Date ,RunNo,ANAREA, ” ” , sizeHS, ”H ” , sizeLS , ”L ” ,ClusterPropHigh , ” Summary. tx t  ” , sep=” ” ) ) c a t (” \n ” )cat ( paste (” Togiak Clus ter” , Date ,RunNo,ANAREA, ” ” , sizeHS, ”H ” , sizeLS , ”L ” ,ClusterPropHigh , ” Summary. tx t  ” , sep=” ” ) )
cat (” \n\nNumber of i t e r a t io n s  =” ) pr int (NumIter)
cat (” \nTrue number of low stratum moose =” ) pr int  (NumLow)
cat (” \nTrue number of high stratum moose =” ) pr int  (NumHigh)
c a t (” \nTrue to ta l  number of moose =” ) pr int  (NumTotal)
cat (” \nNumber of low stratum uni ts sampled =” ) pr int  ( sizeLS )
cat (” \nNumber of high stratum uni ts sampled =” ) pr int  ( sizeHS )
c a t (” \nTotal number of units sampled =” ) pr int  (sizeLS + sizeHS)
c a t (” \nTrue to ta l  number of moose =” ) pr int  (NumTotal)
cat (” \nMean( PtEstStd ) =” ) pr int  (mean( PtEstStd ) )
c a t (” \nMean SE(SEStd) =” ) pr int  (mean(SEStd) )
cat (” \nSD of SE(SEStd) = ” ) pr int ( sd (SEStd) )
cat (” \n95% Wald CI for SE(SEStd) = \ n ” )cat ( paste (” Lower 95% CL = ” , mean ( SEStd) — 1.96 * s d (SEStd) ,” \n ” ) )cat ( paste (” Upper 95% CL = ” , mean ( SEStd) + 1.96 * s d (SEStd) ,” \n ” ) )


















































cat (” \n80% Wald CI for SE(SEStd) = \ n ” )cat ( paste (” Lower 80% CL = ” , mean ( SEStd) — 1.28 * s d (SEStd),” \  n” ) ) cat ( paste (” Upper 80% CL = ” , mean ( SEStd) + 1.28 * s d (SEStd),” \  n” ) )
c a t (” \nStd Coverage —  95% CI =” ) pr int  ( Coverage95Std)
c a t (” \nStd Coverage —  90% CI =” ) pr int  ( Coverage90Std)
c a t (” \nStd Coverage —  80% CI =” ) pr int  ( Coverage80Std)
if (ANAREA == ”ALL” ) {c a t (” \nStandard Unit Bias =” )pr int (mean( PtEstStd ) — NumTotal)}
i f (ANAREA == ”LOW” ) {c a t (” \nStandard Unit Bias =” )pr int (mean( PtEstStd ) — NumLow)}
i f (ANAREA == ” HIGH” ) {c a t (” \nStandard Unit Bias =” )pr int (mean( PtEstStd ) — NumHigh)}
c a t (” \  nMean of Standard Grid Sampled Area ( sq miles) = \  n \  n” ) pr int  (mean( SampAreaStd) )
c a t (” \nMean of Standard Grid Total Area (sq miles) = \  n \n” ) pr int  (mean( TotalAreaStd) )
c a t (” \n% Area Sampled = \n \n ” )pr int (mean( SampAreaStd) /  mean( Total AreaStd ) )
c a t (” \nRMSE = \  n \n” )pr int ( sqrt  ( (sum( ( PtEstStd — NumTotal) "2) ) / NumIter) ) 
sink ()

















































A p p en d ix  4: R  fu nctions for im p lem en tin g  th e  
G eospatia l P op u la tion  E stim ator
ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii in/ /  Functions used to implement GSPE / // /  Author: Jay Ver Hoef / /
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////#
geo . moosepop <— function (column . ana , s t ra t  , d a t a , sampled, area,  column . pred , column. l a t ,  column. lon) {
data <— cbind(d a t a ,LL . to .ARBUTM(mean( data [ , column . lon ]) , data [ , column . lat  ] , data [ , column . lon ]) )d a t a [ , s t r a t ]  <— a s . factor (data [, s t r a t ])
/ ------------------------------ SUMMARY STATISTICS





































ind . cds <— cds==i & data . s [ , sampled]==1 ind . cdu <— cdu==icounted [ i ] <— sum( data . s [ ind . cds , column . ana ] , na . rm = TRUE)areas [i] <— sum( data . s [ ind . cds , area ]) means[ i ] <— counted[ i ] / a r e a s [ i ] n [ i ] <— length ( data . s [ ind . cds , column . ana ])N[i] <— length ( data [ ind . cdu , column . ana ]) i f (n[ i]  < 20 & N[ i ] != n [i ])return ( l i s t ( e r rs t  at e = 1,errmessage = ” Cannot estimate au tocorre la t ion  with < 20 samples in a st ra tum” , e r rex tra  = data . frame ( stratum = as . character  ( lvs [ i ] ) ,  n = n [ i ] ,  N = N [ i ] ) ))a rea to [ i ]  <— sum( data [ ind . cdu , area ])}n. s t r a t  . df <— data . frame ( Stratum=levels ( data [ , s t r a t ] )  ,n = n) n . s t r a t . df <— rb in d ( n . s t r a t  . df ,data . frame ( Stratum=”TOTAL” , n = sum(n . s t r a t  . df [ , 2] ) ) )N. s t r a t  . df <— data . frame (Stratum=levels ( data [ , s t r a t ] )  , N = N) N . s t r a t . df <— rbind (N. s t r a t  . df ,data . frame ( Stratum=”TOTAL” , N = sum(N. s t r a t  . df [ , 2] ) ) ) areas . s t r a t  . df <— data . frame ( Stratum=le vels ( data [ , s t r a t ] )  , Area=areas) a r e a s . s t r a t . df <— rb in d ( a r e a s . s t r a t  . df ,data . frame ( Stratum=”TOTAL” , Area = sum( areas . s t r a t  . df [ , 2 ]) ) )areato . s t r a t  . df <— data . frame ( Stratum=le vels (data [, s t r a t ] )  , Area=areato) areato . s t r a t  . df <— rbind ( areato . s t r a t  . df ,data . frame ( Stratum=”TOTAL” , Area = sum( areato . s t r a t  . df [ , 2 ]) ) )counted . s t r a t  . df <— data . frame ( Stratum=le vels (d at a [ , s t r a t ] )  , Counted=counted) counted. s t r a t . df <— rb in d (counted. s t r a t . d f ,data . frame ( Stratum=”TOTAL” , Counted = sum( counted . s t r a t  .d f [,2]) ) )












































s t r a t  .2 <— data . frame (x = data [ ind2 , ” x” ] , y = data [ ind2 , ” y” ], var = den2)
/ ------------------------- EMPIRICAL SEMIVARIOGRAMS ANDSEMICROSSVARIOGRAMS
emp.var1 <— empiric al . semivariogram (data = s t r a t .  1, x = ”x” , y = ” y” , var = ” var” , nlag = 8,maxlag = 50, d i rec t ions  = c (0) , tolerance = 180, nlagcutoff  = 3)emp.var2 <— empiric al . semivariogram ( data = s t r a t . 2, x = ”x” , y = ” y” , var = ” var” , nlag = 8,maxlag = 50, d i rec t ions  = c (0) , tolerance = 180, nlagcutoff  = 3)
/ -------------------------------------- FIT SEMIVARIOGRAMS
nugget1i <— mean(emp. var1 [ , ”gamma” ] ) / 4pa rs i l1 i  <— mean(emp. var1 [ , ”gamma” ])range 1i <— mean(emp. var 1 [ , ” d i s tance” ]) theta  <— c ( nugget 1i , p arsil  1 i ,range1i)X1 <— matrix (1, nrow = length (den1) , ncol = 1)parmest1 <— optim( th e ta ,  m2LL, m2LLdata = s t r a t . 1, X=X1)$par
nugget2i <— mean(emp. var2 [ , ”gamma” ] ) / 4p a r s i l 2i <— mean(emp. var2 [ , ”gamma” ])range2i <— mean(emp. var2 [ , ” dist ance” ]) theta  <— c ( nugget2i , pars il2i  ,range2i)X2 <— matrix (1, nrow = length (den2) , ncol = 1)parmest2 <— optim( th e ta ,  m2LL, m2LLdata = s t r a t .  2, X=X2)$par
nugget1 <— parmest1[1] parsil1 <— parmest1[2] range1 <— parmest1[3] nugget2 <— parmest2[1] parsi l2  <— parmest2[2] range2 <— parmest2[3]parmest1 <— data . frame (nugget = parmest1[1],  pa rs i l  = parmest1 [2] , range = parmest1 [3]) parmest2 <— data . frame (nugget = parmest2[1] , pa rs i l  = parmest2 [2] , range = parmest2[3])















































nugget2 <— 1e—6 parsi  l2 <— 0 r a n g e 2 <— 1
}
#— BUILD MATRICES
SS <— SS.mat(d a t a , nugget1 = nugget1 , parsil1 = parsil1 , range1 = range1 ,nugget2 = nugget2 , parsi l2  = parsil2 , range2 = range2 ,sampled = sampled, s t r a t  = s t r a t )SU <— SU.mat(d a t a , nugget1 = nugget1 , parsil1 = parsil1 , range1 = range1 ,nugget2 = nugget2 , parsi l2  = parsil2 , range2 = range2 ,sampled = sampled, s t r a t  = s t r a t )UU <— UU.mat(data , nugget1 = nugget1 , parsil1 = parsil1 , range1 = range1 ,nugget2 = nugget2 , parsi l2  = parsil2 , range2 = range2 ,sampled = sampled, s t r a t  = s t r a t )
ind . sa <— ! is . na ( data [ , sampled] == 1) & data [ , sampled] == 1 ns <— sum(ind .sa )ind.un <— i s .n a (d a t a [, sampled] == 1) | data [ , sampled] != 1nu <— sum (ind.un)z <— matrix ( data [ ind . sa , column.ana], nrow = ns , ncol = 1)area . s <— matrix ( data [ind .sa , area] , nrow = ns , ncol = 1)z <— z/ a re a . sarea . tot  <— matrix ( data [ , a rea],  nrow = nu+ns , ncol = 1)B <— data [ , column. pred]B [ is . na (B) ] <— 0 Bs <— B [ ind . s a ]Bu <— B [i n d .un]X1 <— as . numeric ( as . in teger ( data [, s t r a t  ]) ==1)X2 <— as . numeric ( as . in teger ( data [, s t r a t  ]) ==2)X <— cbind( r e p (1 , times=length (X1) ) ,X1 ,X2)Xs <— X [ ind . sa , ]Xu <— X[ i n d .un , ]SSi <— so lve (SS)
part1 <— Xs %*% mginv(t (Xs) %*% SSi %*% Xs) part2 <— t (Xu) — t (Xs) %*% SSi %*% SU D <— SU + part1 %*% part2 FF <— SSi %*% D Ao <— Bs + FF %*% Bu















































y . e s t <— t (Ao) %*% zy .e s t  <— mean( area . t o t ) * y .e s t
 # ----------------------------------- VARIANCE
part 1 <— t (FF) %*% SS %*% FFpart2 <— t (f f ) %*% SUy . var <— t (Bu) %*% ( part1 — part2 — t (part2)  + UU ) %*% Buy . se <— mean( area . t o t ) * s q r t ( y . va r )
 # ----------------------------------- CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
c i 8 0 <— c (y .es t  — y . se * qnorm (0 .9 ) ,  y .e s t  + y . se * qnorm (0.9)) cipm80 <— ( y . se * qnorm (0 . 9) ) / y . estc i 9 0 <— c (y .es t  — y . se * qnorm (0.95),  y .e s t  + y . se *qnorm (0.95)) cipm90 <— ( y . se * qnorm (0 . 95) ) / y . estc i 9 5 <— c (y .es t  — y . se * qnorm (0.975),  y .e s t  + y . se *qnorm (0.975)) cipm95 <— ( y . se * qnorm(0.975) ) / y . est
outpt <— li s t (estimate . to ta l  = as . numeric (y . e s t ) , estimate . standard . error = as . numeric (y . se ) , ci80 = ci80 ,ci . prop . mean. 80 = as . numeric (cipm80 ) , ci90 = ci90 ,ci . prop . mean. 90 = as . numeric (cipm90 ) , conf . i n t .95 = ci95 ,ci . prop . mean. 95 = as . numeric (cipm95 ) ,sample .s izes  = d a t a . frame ( n . s t r a t . d f , row . names = NULL) , to ta l  . samples = data . frame (N. s t r a t  . df , row . names = NULL)



















































#(B)#  Latitude , Longitude to a rb i t r a ry  UTM LL. to .ARBUTMc—function (cm, lat , lon)#  This function converts from Lat—Lon (decimal degrees) to the#  Universal Transverse Mercator Coordinates and returns  the#  new coordinates in a 2—column matrix with x— and y— as#  columns. In this program, the coordinates are calculated#  from a user supplied centra l  meridian . #  Coordinates are#  returned in kilometers from the western —most longitude#  and the southern —most l a t i tu d e  observed in the data set .


















































temp <— 5 — 18* 112 + 114 + 14* elc2 — 58* els2rb5 <— (v * 1c5 * p"5 * temp)/ 120northing <— sc * ( r 1 + r2 + r3 + ra6)easting <— —sc* (r4 + r5 + rb5)y<—( northing —min( no r th in g ) ) / 1000x<—( easting —min ( e a s t i n g ) ) / 1000cbind( x ,y )}
# -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#  GENERALIZED INVERSE OF A MATRIX #----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 #--------------------------------GENER ALIZED INVERSE OF A MATRIX
mginv <— function (X, tol = sqrt  (. Machine$double . eps ) ) { dnx <— dimnames (X)i f ( i s . n u l l (dnx)) dnx <— ve c to r (” l i s t ” , 2) s <— svd(X)nz <— s$d > tol * s $d [1] s t r u c t u r e (i f (any(nz)) s $v[,  nz] %*% ( t ( s$u[ ,  nz] ) / s$d [nz]) else X, dimnames = dnx [2:1])}
#  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#  EMPIRICAL SEMIVARIOGRAM AND SEMICROSSVARIOGRAM FUNCTIONS #----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 #------------------------------ EMPIRICAL SEMIVARIOGRAM













































m atr ix( r e p (1 , times=n1) , nrow = 1, ncol=n1) — m atr ix( r e p (1 , times=n1) , nrow=n1 , ncol = 1) %*% matrix ( data [, y] , nrow = 1, ncol=n1) ) "2 ) difx <— —(matrix ( data [, y] , nrow=n1 , ncol = 1) %*% m atr ix( r e p (1 , times=n1) , nrow = 1, ncol=n1) — m atr ix( r e p (1 , times=n1) , nrow=n1 , ncol = 1) %*% m atr ix(d a t a [,y] , nrow = 1, ncol=n1) ) signind <— —(matrix ( data [, x ], nrow=n1 , ncol = 1) %*% m atr ix( r e p (1 , times=n1) , nrow = 1, ncol=n1) — m atr ix( r e p (1 , times=n1) , nrow=n1 , ncol = 1) %*% matrix ( data [, x ], nrow = 1, ncol=n1) ) < 0 distance <— distance * 1.0000000001 thet a . deg<— a cos (d i fx / d i s t a n c e ) * 180/ pi #  matrix of degrees clockwise from north between locations theta  . deg [ signind ] <— 360— theta  . deg [ signind ] di f f 2 <— ( matrix ( data [, var ], nrow=n1 , ncol = 1) %*% m atr ix( r e p (1 , times=n1) , nrow = 1, ncol=n1) — m atr ix( r e p (1 , times=n1) , nrow=n1 , ncol = 1) %*% m atr ix(d a t a [ , v a r ] , nrow = 1, ncol=n1) ) "2#  convert to vectorsdistance <— matrix ( distance , ncol = 1) theta .deg  <— matrix ( theta . deg , ncol = 1) d i f f2 <— m atr ix(diff2 , ncol = 1)#  trim off values greater than maxlagindmax <— distance <= maxlag distance <— distance [indmax , ] the ta .  deg <— theta  . deg [indmax , ] d i f f2 <— d i f f2 [indmax , ]















































else ind 1 <— theta  .deg >= di rect ions  [j] — tolerance & the ta .  deg < d i rec t ions  [j] + tolerance ind<—distance >(i —1) * inc & distance <=i * inc &! i s .na ( the ta .deg)  & ind1 nclass <— sum(ind) cv <— mean( di f f 2 [ ind ]) mean.dis <— mean ( dist ance [ ind ])i f (nclass > 0) s to re .  r es ult  s<—rbind ( s to re .  resul ts  , c (mean. dis ,cv , nclass , d i rec t ions  [j ] ,0 ,0) )}}store . r esu l t s  [ , ”hx” ]<— store . r esu l t s  [ , ” d i s tance” ] * sin ( store .resu l t s  [ , ” azimuth” ] * pi /  180) store . r esu l t s  [ , ” hy” ] <— store . resu l t s  [ , ” d i s tance” ] * cos ( store .resu l t s  [ , ” azimuth” ] * pi /  180) store . r esu l t s  [ , ”gamma” ]<— store . resu l t s  [ , ”gamma” ] / 2 ind <— s t o r e . r e s u l t s [ , ”np” ] >= nlagcutoff  s t o r e . resu l t s  <— s t o r e . resu l t s  [ ind , ] ind <— ! i s .n a ( s t o r e . r e s u l t s [ , ”hx” ]) s t o r e . resu l t s  <— s t o r e . resu l t s  [ ind , ] as . data . frame (s to re  . r e su l t s )}
# ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#FUNCTIONS FOR FITTING THE SEMIVARIOGRAM MODEL TO VARIABLE 1# ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 #----------------- EXPONENTIAL VARIOGRAM MODEL
exponential  . variogram . model<—func t io n (h, nugget = 0, pa rs i l  = 1, range = 1){ d <— s q r t (h[ ,1]"2 + h[ ,2]"2)  ind <— d == 0v <— nugget + pars i l  *(1 — exp(—d/range )) v[ind] <— 0 v}
 #----------------- DATA COVARIANCE MATRIX BASED ON EXPONENTIAL VARIOGRAMMODEL















































distance [ lower . t r i  ( distance ) ] <— dist  ( as . matrix (vcmatdata [, c (x,y) ]) )distance <— distance + t ( d i s ta n c e )distance <— parsi l  * exp( - dist ance /  range ) + d iag (nugget, nrow = n , ncol = n ) distance}
# -------------------REML EQUATION TO MINIMIZE
m2LL <— function ( theta , m2LLdata , X){ nugget <— theta [1] pars i l  <— theta [ 2 ] range <— t h e t a [3] z <— m2LLdata[,3]if (nugget <= 0 || pa rs i l  <= 0 || range <= 0)1e32 else {n <— le n g th (z) p <-  le n g th (x [ 1 , ])V <— exp . vc . matrix (vcmatdata = m2LLdata ,nugget = nugget, pa rs i l  = parsi l  , range = range)Vi <— so lve (V)b . hat <-  mginv ( t (X) %*% Vi %*% X) %*% t (X) %*% Vi %*% z f1 <— sum ( log ( eigen (V) $ values ) )f2 <-  t (z -  X %*% b . h a t ) %*% Vi %*% (z -  X %*% b . h a t ) f3 <— sum( log ( eigen ( t (x ) %*% Vi %*% X) $ values ) ) f1 + f2 + f3 + (n — p) *lo g (2 * pi)}}
# ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#  BUILD MATRICES #------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------







































y <— m atr ix(data [ sampled . ind , ” y” ] , nrow = n , ncol =1)x . mat <— matrix ( rep (x , times = n) , nrow = n , ncol = n) x . mat <— t (x . mat) — x . maty . mat <— matrix ( rep (y , times = n) , nrow = n, ncol = n)y . mat <— t (y . mat) — y . matc . mat <— matrix ( rep ( as . integer  ( data [ sampled . ind , s t r a t ] )times = n) ,nrow = n, ncol = n) s11.ind <— matrix ncol = 1) s22 . ind <— matrix ncol = 1)
c . mat 
c . mat 
c . mat 
c . mat
1 & t ( c . mat)
2 & t ( c . mat)
1 & t ( c . mat)




n " 2, 
n " 2, 
n"2,
1, nrow = n " 2 ,
s1 2 . ind <— matrix ncol = 1) s21.ind <— matrix ncol = 1)h <— cbind ( matrix (x . mat , nrow = n"2, ncol = 1) , matrix (y . mat, nrow = n"2, ncol = 1)) gamma11 <— nugget1 + parsil1 — exponential  . variogram . model ( h , nugget = nugget1 , pa rs i l  = parsil1 , range = range 1)gamma22 <— nugget2 + parsi l2  — exponential  . variogram . model (h , nugget = nugget2 , pa rs i l  = parsil2 , range = range2) gamma <— matrix (NA, nrow = n"2, ncol = 1) gamma [ s 11 . ind ] <— gamma11 [ s 11 . ind ]gamma [ s22 . ind ] <— gamma22 [ s22 . ind ]gamma [ s 12 . ind ] <— 0gamma [ s21 . ind ] <— 0gamma <— matrix (gamma, nrow = n, ncol = n) gamma
## BUILDS VARIANCECOVARIANCE MATRIX BETWEEN SAMPLED ANDUNSAMPLED SU. mat <—function (data , nugget1 , parsil1 , range1 ,nugget2 , parsil2 , range2 , sampled, s t r a t ){ 1 ) & data [ , sampled ] 
1) | data [ , sampled













































xu <— matrix (data [ unsampled . ind , ”x” ] , nrow = nu , ncol = 1)yu <— matrix ( data [ unsampled . ind , ”y” ], nrow = nu , ncol = 1)ones <— matrix (1, nrow = ns , ncol = 1)oneu <— matrix (1, nrow = nu , ncol = 1)x . mat <— —matrix ( rep (xs , times = nu) , nrow = ns , ncol = nu) + t ( matrix ( rep (xu , times = ns) ,  nrow = nu , ncol = ns)) y . mat <— —matrix ( rep (ys , times = nu) , nrow = ns , ncol = nu) + t ( matrix ( rep (yu , times = ns) ,  nrow = nu , ncol = ns)) c . mats<—matrix ( r e p ( as . integer  ( data [ sampled . ind, s t r a t ] ) ,  times = nu) , nrow = ns , ncol = nu) c . matu<—t ( matrix ( r e p ( as . integer  (data [ unsampled . ind, s t r a t ] ) ,  times = ns) ,  nrow = nu , ncol = ns)) s11.ind <— matr ix( c . mats==1 & c .matu==1, nrow=ns * nu , ncol=1)s22 . ind <— matr ix( c . mats==2 & c .matu==2, nrow=ns * nu , ncol=1)s12.ind <— matr ix( c . mats==1 & c .matu==2, nrow=ns * nu , ncol=1)s21.ind <— matr ix( c . mats==2 & c .matu==1, nrow=ns * nu , ncol=1)h<—cbind ( matrix (x . mat, nrow=ns * nu , ncol = 1) , matrix (y . mat, nrow=ns * nu , ncol = 1))gamma11 <— nugget1 + parsil1 — exponential  . variogram . model ( h ,nugget = nugget1 , pa rs i l  = parsil1 ,range = range 1)gamma22 <— nugget2 + parsi l2  — exponential  . variogram . model (h ,nugget = nugget2 , pa rs i l  = parsil2 ,range = range2) gamma<—matrix (NA, nrow = ns * nu , ncol = 1) gamma [ s11 . ind ] <— gamma11 [ s11 . ind ] gamma [ s22 . ind ] <— gamma22 [ s22 . ind ] gamma [ s12 . ind ] <— 0 gamma [ s21 . ind ] <— 0gamma<—matrix (gamma, nrow = ns , ncol = nu) gamma}














































y . mat<—matrix ( rep (y , times=n) , nrow=n , ncol=n) y . mat<—t (y . mat)—y . matc . mat<—matrix ( r e p ( as . integer  ( data [ sampled . i n d , s t r a t ] )  , times=n ) ,nrow=n, ncol=n) s11.ind <— matr ix( c . mat==1 & t (c .mat)==1, nrow=n"2, ncol=1)s22 . ind <— matrix ( c . mat==2 & t (c .mat)==2, nrow=n"2, ncol=1)s12.ind <— matr ix( c . mat==1 & t (c .mat)==2, nrow=n"2, ncol=1)s21.ind <— matrix ( c . mat==2 & t ( c .mat)==1, nrow=n"2, ncol=1)h<—cbind ( matrix (x . mat, nrow=n " 2 , ncol =1) , matrix (y. mat, nrow=n" 2 , ncol =1))gamma11 <— nugget1 + parsil1 — exponential  . variogram . model ( h , nugget = nugget1 , pa rs i l  = parsil1 , range = range 1)gamma22 <— nugget2 + parsi l2  — exponential  . variogram . model (h , nugget = nugget2 , pa rs i l  = parsil2 , range = range2) gamma<—matrix (NA, nrow=n " 2 , ncol = 1) gamma [ s11 . ind ]<—gamma11 [ s11 . ind ] gamma [ s22 . ind ]<—gamma22 [ s22 . ind ] gamma [ s 12 . ind ] <— 0 gamma [ s21 . ind ] <— 0gamma <— matrix (gamma, nrow = n , ncol = n) gamma}
#  LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION FOR CROSS CORRELATION OF NUGGET EFFECT m2LL. cross <— function ( rho , theta1 , theta2 , m2LLdata , X){ nugget1 <— theta1 [1] p a r s i 11 <— t h e t a 1 [2 ] range1 <— t h e t a 1 [3] nugget2 <— theta2[1] parsi l2  <— theta2 [2 ] range2 <— theta2[3]
z1 <— m2LLdata[,3] z2 <— m2LLdata[,4] z <— matrix ( c (z1 , z2 ) , ncol = 1)
X <— diag (2) %x% X

















V[1:n,1:n] <— exp . vc . matrix ( vcmatdata = m2LLdata,nugget = nugget1 , pa rs i l  = parsil1 , range = range1) V[(n+1):(2 * n) ,(n+1):(2 * n) ] <— exp . vc . matrix ( vcmatdata = m2LLdata,nugget = nugget2 , pa rs i l  = parsil2 , range = range2) Z <— rb in d ( d iag (n),  d iag (n))V [ 1:n , (n+1) : (2 *n ) ] <— rho*s q r t (nugget1*nugget2)*d iag (n) V[(n+1):(2 * n) ,1:n] <— rho * s q r t (nugget1 * nugget2) * d iag (n) Vi <— so lve (V)b . hat <— mginv ( t (X) %*% Vi %*% X) %*% t (X) %*% Vi %*% zf1 <— sum ( log ( eigen (V) $ values ) )f2 <— t (z — X %*% b . h a t ) %*% Vi %*% (z — X %*% b . h a t )f3 <— sum( log ( eigen ( t (x ) %*% Vi %*% X) $ values ) )f1 + f2 + f3 + (n — p) *lo g (2 * pi)
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